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Tensions rising in

Cleveland
Heights:
Are]CU students wearing
out their we leo me?
Tom O'Konowltz
Editor-in-Chief
-----Tensions between j ohn Ca rroll University students and
the Cit y of Cleveland Heights seem to be headmg roward the
boiling point
Police have Cited or arrested numerous J U students m
Cleveland Heights over the past several weeks for vanous
violations rangmg from pywalkmg and public mtox1cauon
to using false idenufication.
Local residents have ap proached cn y council with gnevances about sLUdents' behavior in the city.
Students arc expressing concern with the way Cleveland
Heights Police are treating them and handhng problem .
Several different parties are involved, each With different
concerns. But the effect for each is the same d1scomen t
Molly McFadden, a Cleveland Hetghts res1den t,expressed
her conce rn wi th JCU students' rowdy be hav1or m a recent
lener to the editor of the un Pre~~ "Cl v land Hei~hts i<; a

h, the leaves they are a changin'
At this time last year, John Carroll was buried under nearly 30 inches of snow, wh1ch
caused power outages, poor road conditions and class cancelations. Now, the
campus is covered with a blanket of leaves. But with temperatur
·
chances for snow looming, the autumn leaves could soon be a thing o
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Student Union recommends
expanded visitation policy

unrelated adults or the current laws a bow drunk and disor
de rl y conduct must be stnnge ml y enforced I ca nnot imagmc such behavior conti nuing afte r a mght 111J<li l or a call
home to parents for bail."
Some j CU students have already expenenced "a night in
jail," or other encounters with Cleveland l-le1ghts Po\\ce.
OneJCU sophomore, who requested anonymity pending
trial for a false identification charge, said that he had con see HEIGHTS, page 2

• Change the visitation policy for the freshmen halls
(Dolan,
Murphy, and Pacelli) to allow an extended weekStaff Reporter
The Student Union authorized its student issues com- end policy until3 a.m.
Freshman senator Michael Bogdan was the lone voice
mittee on Tuesday to begin negotiations with the John
Carroll University administration concerning a revised of objection at the meeting."We [freshmen] are being sacrificed to get this passed," Bogdan said of the desire for all
visitation policy.
Senior Kate Robinson, chairperson of the student is- of the residence halls to have a 24 hour weekend visitation
s ues committee, presented the recommendation to the policy.
The Student Union Senate's revised visitation policy
Senate, and said that the next step would be to approach
states
"it is more prudent to have a more conservative
the dean of students, Patrick Rombalski, with their new
visitation policy for freshmen residence halls," acknowlvisitation policy plan.
"He IRombalskil is supporting our efforts." Robinson edging the "tremendous transition freshmen experience."
Citing previous attempts by the student body to change
said . Robinson cited studentcomplaintsand the need for
the
visitation policy, junior Rick Carfagna said "Somea change as reasons for the committee's revised policy. In
.•ddition, she sa id upper class students would be more thing is better than nothing"
The Student Union 's last proposal for a revision in the
inclined to stay on campus.
visitation
policy was rejected by the late john Carroll
Among the universities that have similar visitation
president,
Rev.
Michael]. Lavelle, SJ., in Nov. l994.
policies are Loyola of Chicago, University of Scranton,
He declined that proposal in a memorandum , saying
University of Detroit-Mercy, and Fordham University.
The recommended visitation policy contains the fol- "the university does not serve its students well in encouraging the practice of staying up all night."
lowing points:
Senior James Sullivan said, "negotiations should be
• A change in the upper class residence halls of
Hamlin, Campion and Bernet to allow visitation 24 hours, entered into.""They should include all of the Carroll community, students, administrators, the Board of Trustees,"
seven days a week;
Sullivan
said.
• Change the visitation policy for Millar and
The student issues comminee meets tonight at 8 p.m.
~utowski halls in favor of 24 hour visitation on the
in the Student Union office to discuss the policy further.
weekend, and extended weekday visitation untill a.m.

Ed Klein

The China connection
Noel Price
Staff Reporter

Thought your last exam looked
like Chinese? Well, soon it might just
l:x:.John Carroll applied last month to
beinvolvedwaha programthatwould
allow students to study abroad at the
University of Peking in Chma, and
would include offering Chmese language courses. said Dr. Nick

Baumgartner, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
This study abroad program is
available toalljesuit universities and
colleges with an M.B.A. program. The
program not only involves students,
but professors are included also.
Carroll is on the right path tomstallmgtheprogram, but nothing will
be official until about one year from

now, Baumgartner said. Carroll must
first incorporate a Chinese language
course into its curriculum in order to
ensure that there is an interest in
studying abroad in China, he said.
Baumgartner said it is "extremely
important to expose students to as
many opportunines as posstble for
global education." Students must unsee CHINA, page 2

JCU students used their d1sco moves on
Friday to help Operation F.O.C.U.S. raise
money for families' Thanksgiving dimers.
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News Briefs
Domestic violence on campus
A case .of domestic violence erupted in John Carroll's dining
hall during lunch hours, according to a police repon filed by the
UmversityHe1ghtsPolice Department The man, who allegedly
assaulted a Marriottemployeeon Nov. I, was arrested and charged.
He will appear in court on Nov 28

Hunger Week Kicks Off Sunday
In an effort to help alleviate world hunger, John Carroll is
sponsoring a Hunger Week from Nov. 15-18, to benefit Oxfam.
On Sunday, Nov.l5, Skip-A -Meal for dinner will begin. Monday's
event features an Oxfam Hunger Banquet at 6 p.m. in Bohem1a
Manor. There will be a 30-hour fast from Tuesday until Wednesday, finishing with a dinner on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
faculty dining room, There will also be a prayer service on
Wednesday at 530 p.m. in St. Francis Chapel. All week long,
dorm residentscandotheirpart byparticipatingina Penny War
between the different halls. Anyonewhowants topanicipatein
the 30-hour fast, Oxfam Banquet, or Skip-A-Meal must sign up
in the Atrium this week. Forfurther details, call Campus Ministry at 397-4717.

Junior c1ass president resigns

Junior Brian White announced his resignation as the junior
class president Tuesday. He also resigned as the vice president of
the Student Union review committee. White cited a revised
schedule and an inability to communicate both with the junior
class board and with his constituents as reasons for his resignation Rick Carfagna will assume the role of president, effective
Monday, Nov.l7.

Battle for blood falls short
The people have been counted. The results are in. A winner
emerges. But it's not John Carroll. ln the ROTC sponsored blood
drivecompetition against Baldwin Wallace that took place from
Oct 28-29, the 96 donors from John Carroll who participated
were not enough. Baldwin Wallace won by nearly doubling
john Carroll's number of donors, said ROTC's Phil Zuzolo. He
cited a previous blood drive at JCU in September, in which
nearly half of the normal campus blood donors panicipated in,
as the reason for the loss.
.

Meet Ca o ic Studies Program
Catholic Studies, the new interdisciplinary undergraduate
program at jCU, is sponsoring an Open House and Informational Meetmg for all students on Monday, Nov.17, from 4:30 to
6:30PM, in the Mackin Room of Grasselli Library. The Open
I louse wtll feature the faculty members teaching in the program, which ts scheduled to begin this coming spring semester.
Refreshments will be served. Contact Dr Cesareo at 397-4556
for more information.

T.V. live
Cleveland broadcasters, Linn Sheldon, a talk show host and
TV' "Barnaby," and Tom Haley of Channel3's "AM Cleveland,"
will be sharing stories about their many years in the television
Industry. The john Carroll Communications Department will
be hosting a seminar on television's past and future with these
featured guests on Tuesday, Nov.l8, from2 to 3p.m. The seminar
w1ll take place m the TV studio on the ground level of the
O'Malley Center.

Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor.
wd contributions to The Carroll News by Monday nights.
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CHINA
continued from page 1
derstand that significant events
do occur outside of the United
States.
The cost for one student to
study in China IS estimated to be
around$10,400persemester. This
doe not include transportation
to and from Chma and accounts
for one meal pt;r week during the
semester
Although this program ts expensive, Baumgartner satd that It
'offers more than other study
abroad programs"
While studymg in Chma, the
student will be provided wtth
transportation w locations pemnem to the stud)• of China. TuItiOn also mdudes up to 18 credtt
hours, a dormitory room ro be
shared wtth oneot her mdtvidual,
orientauons, and a tutor in the
Chinese language tf neces ary.
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A cycle of thefts
a waiting car whe n he saw
Stephanie Evans
Fenelon approaching.
Staff Reporter
Fenelon added that his
Conventional wisdom IStha t 1f
you don 't wam your btke stolen, btke has been in his family
for many years and he is
lock it up.
But that is not worktngonjohn glad he got there m time to
Carroll's campus as several bikes stop the potential thief.
have been reponed stolen over the
There are no suspects in
last few weeks
the investigation.
According to a report from the
Senior Jude Webster
University Heights Police Depart- owns a bike and said that
ment, numerous bikes have been she is extremely constolen from the Rodman Hall and cernedabcut the situation.
Administration budding areas.
• Ldon't have a car and I
The report also stated that the ride my bike to class and
thief cutsthechainsand locks off work," Webster said. 'It is
the bikes and proceeds to steal my main mode of transthem between land 6 p.m.
portationand lcan'tafford
In one incidence, Dr. james to have it stolen."
Fenelon, sociology professor, said
Although campus sehe was leaving school last Thurs- curity declined to comdayeveningaround 5:45p.m. when ment on the thefts, the
he saw a young man leaning over university has advised
those students who had
his bike.
Fenelon said the young man their bikes srolen to file a
dropped a pair of phers and ran to pol ice report.

By Meagan Lynch
World News Editor

Helping_others
help themselves
Denise Glaros
News Editor
They make the clothes on our
backs. They make the shoes on our
feet. And generally, they make
these items working more than
eight hours per day, far below the
minimum wage standards of the
United States.
But this scenario is not from
the U.S. It isfromdevelopingcountries around the world whose
people work for pen nics to su ppor t
themselves and the1r families.
For example, Bangladesh is
known as the site of the "best deal"
for garment production since its
26 cents average hourly wage is
the lowest of any apparel-producing country, accordi ng to a report
issued by UNITE, the Union of
Needle trades, Industrial and Textile Employees.
Sue h sweatshop conditions are
currently being com barred atjohn
Carroll University through "Work
of Human Hands," sponsored by
JCU's Center for Community Servtce.
"W rk of Human Hands is a
program of Catholic Relief Ser-

vices, the Church of the Brethren, ers, traditional crafts from develand SERRV International, which oping countries such as Indonesia
seeks to promote the social and and Guatemala are being sold in
economic progress of people in the Atrium.
Candles, incense and incense
developing regions of the world,
said Dr. Mark Falbo, director of holders, jewelry, hackeysacks ,
the Center for Community Ser- Christmas ornaments, picture
frames and gift boxes are among
vice.
Together, the groups work to- the products on sale.
Cost for the products ranges
wards providing fair wages and a
market to artisans in developing from 95 cents to $72, but most fall
in the$5to$25 range,Birchoksaid.
countries, Falbo said.
The Center of Community SerThegrou p ordered about $3,000
vice brought "Work of Human worth of merchandise to sell, but
Hands" to john Carroll this week because this is the first time the
in an effort tor a ise money fort hese CenterforComm unity Service has
independent artisans, said JCU sponsored such a sale, Falbo said
sophomore Dan Birchok.
they are aiming to sell about $300
It was also brought to campus of it. The leftover items will be
"to begin to use this as a way to sent back to SERRV International.
raise awareness on the products
Ten percent of the proceeds
weconsume,"Falbosaid,referring John Carroll raises will go to the
to the growing problem of how Campaign for Human Developsome American corporations em- ment, a program sponsored and
ploy people to make their prod- organized by the United States
ucts for low wages and long hours. Cat holic Bishops.
"Sure it's hard not to buy from
The rest of the money goes to
big names like Nike and Disney, the artisans, Fa lbo said.
but we should try," Birchok said.
"Work of Human Hands" sale
To make it easier for John Car- will continue in the Atrium unt il
roll students to help these work- around 1 p.m. today.

HEIGHTS

sive and very unprofessionally,"
Shea said.
Sophomore Dawn Pratt witnessed Cleveland Heights Police
officers last weekend when they
arrived at a party she was attending. She said that officers were
"really sarcastic." She said that
officers made accusations of underagedrinking,anddocumented
names, but did not allow people
to speak to them.
"I don't think it was handled
properly," Pratt said. "They were
really rude."
Senior Kristen Batson was at
the same parry as Pratt, and said
that the officers were really demeaning, and saying negative
things about Carroll students.
Senior jason Hetterscheidt, a
host of the parry, wrote in a letter
to the editor of The Carroll News
this week, "!The police! could've
handled the situation with some
professionalsim, which they were
totally devoid of.'
Ch1ef of Cleveland Heights Police Martin Lentz was unavailable
for comment on Tuesday because
of the government holiday. He

continued from page 1
with the way police handled the
situation.
"I was treated with much disrespect." he said. "I was belittled becauselwasastudent." He said that
the officers he encountered
mocked john Carroll students. He
said that one officer asked him if
his father was rich, because he
could afford to attend jCU.
Senior Gregor Martin encountered CH Police when they came
to his house to break up a "shirt
and tie party." He said that nine
officers came to his house,
searched the bar area, arrested a
guest, and pushed people out.
"They were using foul language
toward people and being blatantly
rude," Marttll sa td 'They have no
tolerance for anyone fromjCU anymore."
Martin'shousemate,SeniorTom
Shea, shared similar concerns
about the.officers.
He said that they were swearing at people and being sarcastic.
"The cops acted over! y aggres-

did not return calls made to his
home that night.
Thesergea nt in charge on Tuesday said that departmental policy
is that communication to media
must be through the Ch ief'soffice.
JCU Dean of Students Patrick
Rombalski said that it seems police are being more aggressive than
in the past regarding students' behavior.
"There's probably some pressure
from the community," he said,
which is probably upset about students' behavior.
Rombalski said that he has had
no communication with the city's
police department or leaders, as
was claimed by several students.
As it would appear tensions are
mounting at dangerously high
speeds between JCU students and
the city, there are ways students
can attempt to soothe the strain.
Rombalski suggested that concerned students should attend
Cleveland Heights' next council
meeting and voice their opinions.
He also said that students should
attempt rogetto knowt heir neighbors better.
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ADVIENTUREI IN BABY-SITTING:
Take the Au Pair murtroom quiz
An
COI'lTTlentary

Bikes may not be safe, even chained
to this bike rack along Campion Hall.

WORLD NEWS

The Carroll News, November 13, 1997

Louise Woodward,l9, the British au pair
who was conv ic ted of killing 8-monrh old
Matthew Ea ppen,of Cam bridge, Mass., had
her conviction reduced to manslaughter
Monday and was sentenced to the 279days
sheal ready served in jail. This case sparked
disagreements in both Britain and America,
and over 8,000 phone calls to the courthouse indicated much reaction to this case.
Some believe Woodward is just an ignorant child, and a foreigner who has gotten
trapped in the American judicial system.
Others believe she is a cold-blooded killer.
Forming an opinion on this dilemma is dif ficult-yetone way todosois to place yourself into the shoes of the involved parries.
Then, you decide.

Or, do you:
believe that the baby's two year old
brother slammed the baby's body onto the
floor, resulting in shaken baby syndrome,
and causing his eventual death?
Or, do you:
C) believe that Woodward slammed the
baby's body into the floor, resulting in
shaken baby syndrome, and causing his
eventual death7
Choice A. seems totally unlikely, although it's tempting to believe the word of
quack doctors. lt is doubtful that a skull
f racture(thatshould have been treated previously) would have the impact of a two
story fall.
It's also possible to consider, as in choice
B., that an older brother may have been a
little rough with his younger infant brother.
However, unless the older brother has the
strength of Bam -Bam, prosecutors contend
that a two year old would not be able to
cause such extreme injury.
Finally,choiceC. Thischoiceseems logical in that Woodward admitted to shaking
Matthew and to dropping him on the floor,
according to prosecutors.
B.)

conscience, dec1de that Woodward is only
a child who did not act out of malice and
then overturn a decision you a/ ready m'ade?
Choice A. would seem to indicate a solid
American judicial system that has fatth in
its citizens and their ability w make decistons.
When considering choice B., it must be
noted that Woodward is not a chlld-she is
19yearsold. A grown woman should know
better, even if she gets a little frustrated
when little Matthew begins 10 cry. Additionally, choice B. ts indicative of a weakness both within yourself and your abiltty
to be an unbiased, impartial judge. It does
not seem right (or fair to the Eappen [amily) to suddenly decide to change a decision-what happened to appeals court?

If you choose choice A.,gi ve yourself two
points.
lfyouchoosechoiceB.,yougetnegative
221 points. (One point for each year you set
back the American judicial system-established in 1776.)
Choice A. remains the logical choice because it maintains the American judicial
system's ideal of trial by jury. For a judge to
If you choose choice A., like the defense, suddenly decide to change his mind and
you get zero points.
reconsider a verdict that a jury decided on
If you choose choice B., get a brain. (zero goes against all faith in the principles of
points.)
democracy.
If you choose choice C., you get two
points.
Now it's time to tally up the points. If
Choice C. is correct simply because as a your points total:
member of the jury, you must stick to the
-221-0: You have the au pair skills of
truth when determining guilt. Woodward, Louise Woodward--but you probably won't
according to prosecutors,admitted toshak- have as much luck as she did in court.
ingM atthew anddroppin ghimon th e floor.
0-4: Your au pair skill s may have potenThis death was not the result of a supposed tial, but maybe you need 10 brush up on

With that in mind,let's begin with question one. This is a scenario question, so
pretend that you're a British au pair. You
came to Americaseekingadventure. While
baby-sitting, the young infant begins to cry
(Assuming the general rules for care of infants remains un iversal) do you:
A.) rock him in a chair, get a bettie from
the refrigerator, and get his pacifier?
Or, do you:
B.) shake him violently and slam his
body against a hard surface(i.e. the floor) to
silence him?
Choice A. would most likely yield a much
happier baby, in fact, he might even go back
to sleep.
Choice B., as in the case of Matthew
Eappen, would result in a fractured skull
and eventual death due to the impact OJ Simpson dream team member Barry
6: Congrarulations! You receive more
equivalent of falling out a two story win- Sc heck, or the wrath of an older brother. ln points than judge Zobel. You win.
dow.
· fact, the autopsy report said he died as the
Thanks for playing.
result of bleeding from a blood clot, due to
If youchoosechoiceA.,giveyourself two shaken baby syndrome.
points.
If you choose choice B., like Louise
Finally,questionnumberrhree. This last
Woodward,yougetzeropoints.Woodward, question involves another important peraccording to prosecutors, admitted to shak- son involved in thiscase--thejudge. As the
ing Matthew and to dropping him on the judge assigned to this case, you're responsifloorand tossing him on a bed-simply be- bility is to make sure that the trial is fair.
cause she became so frustrated with his Remember, your opinion of Woodward, the
incessant crying.
Eappen family or anyone involved in the
trial cannot enter into your decision. AddiThe next question is similar to the first tionally, your decision is based solely upon
in format. This time, however,conslder the evidence, not whether or not you feel bad
role of a member on the jury. As a jury for the poor foreigner who looks so helpless
member you have to take several pieces of in f rant of the powerful, scary American
evidence into account. Do you:
judicial system. Do you:
A.) agree with the defense, who said
A.) have faith in the
Eappen'sdeath may have beenduetoa pre- JUry's decision, and rely
existing medical condition that may have on their judgement?
affected his bone strength and developOr, do you,
ment?
B.) suddenly grow a

Cornnentary
ByTomO'Konowltz
Editor-In-Chief
I was the first person to run around
screaming the joys of El Nino, and
everyone looked at me like 1 was insane, because no one knew what the
term meant.
Now, everyone and their brother is
an El Nit\o expert.
This week, everyone learned another term: au pair (aw, pear).
I rem ember the first time 1 heard
it. Didn't have a clue. Buteverynewspaper, television station and member of society spouted the word as if
it were as common as •the."
Well it's not. It took me days of
confusion, as I thought Louise
Woodward's first name was 'au pair;
tofigureout what this phrase was all
about.
I then thought au pair was a distant relative of au bon pan.
Well, it's not
After many inquiries to people, I
realized not many people really knew
what an au pair is.
So I made a JOUrney to the bookshelf and looked in the dictionary to
find out what this au pair thing is.
According to Webster's, an au pa1r
is"Aforeigngirlorwomanwhoworks
forafamilyinexchangeforroomand
board and an opportunity to learn
the family's language."
Great. After all I hts time and en-

m~~~~~~~*:~~~~;-~~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~cir~y~\d~e~d~t~~a~~~d~t~o~[\~u~n~n~B;u~t~w;h~a~t~~. .~~~~--~

Thanksgiving Essay Contest!
Write a 200 word essay describing the
person atJCU whom you are most
thankful for, and why you think they
deserve the most thanks. The winner will
be published in The Carroll News.

Sunday U/16 from

l-• p.m.

Univcr~ity Hcis~t• door-to-door Jood collcctionJ
Meet at t~c Student Union office

Volunteer~ arc nccclcd Fnday U/f.l at a p.m.

tl.c food tb.t La. been coHcc:tcd.
Mat at tlw Sq.....~ Court• in tl.c Rcc: Plu.
To tort all

Proper 1.0. Requfed • 1295 Old River Rd
Tickets AvaiWie AI Odeoo Ticket Office And AI '"illirm Locations
CHARGE BY PHONE: CLEVElAND (216) 241-5565 OR AKRON (330) ~

-

~OR ONliNE AT: """"".tlcketmasler com

. , Check OJ! C... Website AI

Call Kate RobinJOn at 191-t.666
or Pat Scanlan at 197-6Uf.
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News Briefs
Domestic violence on campus
A case of domestic violence erupted mJohn Carroll's dimng
hall during Iunch hours, according to a police report filed by the
University Heights Police Department The man , who allegedly
assaulted a Marriottemployeeon Nov l, wasarrested and charged.
He will appear in court on Nov 28.

Hunger Week Kicks Off Sunday
In an effort to help alleviate world hunger, John Carroll is
sponsoring a Hunger Week from Nov.l5-l8, to benefit Oxfam.
OnSunday,Nov.15,Skip-A-Mealfordinnerwillbegin. Monday's
event features an Oxfam Hunger Banquet at 6 p.m. 10 Bohemia
Manor. There will be a 30-hourfastfrom Tuesday until Wednesday, finishing wi.th a dinner on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
faculty dining room. There will also be a prayer service on
Wednesday at 5:30p.m in St. Francis Chapel. All week long,
dorm residentscandotheirpart byparticipatingina Penny War
between the different halls. Anyone who wants to participate in
the 30-hour fast, Oxfam Banquet, or Skip-A-Meal must sign up
in the Atrium this week. Forfurther details, call Campus Ministry at 397-4717.

junior class president resigns
junior Brian White announced his resignation as the junior
class president Tuesday. He also resigned as the vice president of
the Student Union review committee. White cited a revised
schedule and an inability to communicate both with the junior
class board and with his constituents as reasons for his resignation R1ck Carfagna will assume the role of president, effective
Monday, Nov. l7.

Battle for blood falls shon
The people have been counted. The results are in. A winner
emerges. But it's not John Carroll. In the ROTC sponsored blood
drivecompetition against Baldwin Wallace that took place from
Oct. 28-29, the 96 donors from john Carroll who participated
were not enough. Baldwin Wallace won by nearly doubling
john Carroll's number of donors, said ROTCs Phil Zuzolo. He
ci ted a prevJous blood drive at JCU in September, in which
nearly half of the normal campus blood donors participated In,
as the reason for the loss.
.

~tephanl e:._.::
Ec:.c
va=n~s=-----
staff Reporter
Conventional wisdom is that if
you don't want your btke stOlen,
lock Jt up.
But that is not workmg on john
Carroll's campus as several bikes
have been repo rted stolen over the
last few weeks
According to a report from the
University Heights Police Depanmem, numerous bikes have been
stolen from the Rodman Hall and
Administration building areas.
The report also stated that the
thief cuts t he chains and locks off
the bikes and proceeds to steal
them between Land 6 p.m.
In one mcidence, Dr. james
Fenelon, sociology professor, said
he was leavi ng school last Thursday even mgaround 5:45p.m. when
he saw a young man leaning over
his bike.
Fenelon sai d the young man
dropped a pair of pliers and ra n to

Denise Glaros
News Editor

Newshricfs were compiled by Clare Taft, Asst. News Editor:
Scr1d contributions to The Canvll News by Monday nights.

HEIGHTS

T.V. live

continued from page 1

CHINA
continued from page 1
derstand that significant events
do occur outside of the United
States.
The cost for one student to
study in China is estimated to be
around $10,400 per semester This
does not include transportation
to and from China and accounts
for one meal ~r week during the
se mester
Although this program ts expenstve, Baumgartner said thatlt
"offers more than other study
abroad programs"
While studytng in China, the
student will be prov ided with
transponauon to locations pertinent to t he study of hma TuItion also includes up to 18 credit
hours, a dormitory room to be
shared wH h one mher md1 vtdual,
onemauons, and a tutor in the
Chinese language tf necessary.

Coomentary

By Meagan Lynch
World News Editor
Louise Woodward,19,the British au pair
who was convicted of killing 8-momh old
Matthew Eappen,of Cambridge, Mass., had
her conviction reduced to manslaughter
Monday and was sentenced to the 279days
shealreadyserved in jail. This case sparked
disagreements in both Britain and America,
and over 8,000 phone calls to the courthouse indicated much reaction tot his case.
Some believe Woodward is just an ignorant child, and a foreigner who has gotten
trapped in the American judicial system.
Others believe she is a cold-blooded killer.
Form tng an opinion on thisdilem ma is difficult-yetone waytodosoisto place yourself into the shoes of the involved parties.
Then, you decide.

Bikes may not be safe, even chained
to this bike rack along Campion Hall.

with the way police handled the
situation.
"l was treated wHh much disrespect ," he said. "l was belittled because I was a student." He said that
the officers he encountered
mocked john Carroll students. He
said that one officer asked him if
his father was rich, because he
could afford to attendjCU.
Senior Gregor Martin encountered CH Police when they came
to his hou e to break up a "shirt
and tie party." He said that nine
offi cers ca me 10 his house
searched the bar area, arrested ~
guest, and pushed people out.
"They were using foul language
coward people and beingblatantl y
rude." Marttn said. "They have no
toleran ce for anyone fromjCUanymore."
Martin's housemate,Se nior Tom
Shea, s hared similar concerns
about 1he oHicers.
He a1d that they were swearing at people and being sarcastic.
"The cops acted over! y aggres-

vices, the Ch urch of th e Brethren,
and SERRV international, which
seeks to promote the social and
economic progress of people in
developing regions of the world,
said Dr. Mark Falbo, director of
the Center [or Community Service.
Together, the groups work to·
wards providing fair wages and a
market to artisans in developing
countries, Falbo said.
The Center of Com munityService brought "Work of Huma n
Hands" to john Carroll this week
in an effort tor a ise money forthese
independent artisans, said jCU
sophomore Dan Birchok.
[twas also brought to campus
"to begin to use this as a way to
raise awareness on the products
weconsume,"Falbosaid,referring
to the growing problem of how
some Americancorporationsemploy people to make thei r prod ucts for low wages and long hours.
"Sure it's hard not to buy from
big nam es like Nike and Disney,
but we should try," Birchok said.
To make it easier for john Ca rroll students to help these work -

ers, traditional crafts from developing countries such as Indonesia
and Guatemala are being sold in
the Atrium.
Candles, incense and incense
holders, jewelry, hackeys acks,
Christmas ornaments, picture
frames and gif t boxes are among
the products on sale.
Cost for the products ranges
from 95cents to $72, but mostfall
in the $5 to$25 range, Birchoksaid.
The group ordered about $3,000
wort h of merc hand ise to sell, but
because this is the first time the
Center for Community Service has
sponsored such a sale, Falbo said
they are aiming to sell abou t $300
of it. The leftover items will be
sent back to SERRV international.
Ten percent of the proceeds
john Carroll raises will go to the
Campaign for Human Development, a program sponsored and
organized by the United States
Catholic Bishops.
The rest of the money goes to
the artisans, Falbo sa id.
"Work of Human Hands" sale
will continue in the Atrium until
around 1 p.m. today.

sive and very unprofessionally,"
Shea said.
Sophomore Dawn Pratt wit·
nessed Cleveland Heig hts Police
officers last weekend when they
arrived at a party she wasattending. She said that officers were
"really sarcastic" She said that
officers made accusations of underagedrinking,anddocumented
names, but did not allow people
to speak to them.
"I don't think it was handled
properly," Pratt said. "They were
really rude."
Senior Kristen Batson was at
the same party as Pratt, and said
that the officers were really de meaning , and saying negative
things about Carroll students.
Senior jason Hetterscheidt, a
host of the party, wrote in a letter
to the editor of The Carroll News
th is week. 4Th e policel could've
handled the situat ion with some
professionalstm, which they were
tota 1l y devoid of."
Chief of Cleve land Heights Police Martin Lentz was unavailable
for comment on Tuesday because
of the government holid ay. He

d id not return calls made to his
home that night.
The sergeant in charge on Tuesday said that departmental policy
is that communication to med ia
must be through the Chief's office.
JCU Dean of Students Patrick
Rombalski said that it seems policeare beingmoreaggressive than
in the past regarding students' behavior.
"Theres probably some pressure
from the community." he said,
which is probably upset about students' behavior.
Rombalski said that he has had
no com mumcation with the city's
police department or leaders, as
was claimed by several students.
As it would appeartensionsare
mounting at dangerously high
speeds betweenjCU students and
the city, there are ways students
can attempt to soothe the strain.
Rombalski suggested that concerned students should attend
Clevela nd Heights' next counci l
meeting and voice their opinions.
He also said that students should
attempt to get to know their neigh bors better.
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ADVENTURES IN BABY-SITTING:
Take the Au Pair courtroom quiz
An

Helping. others
help themselves

Cleveland broadcasters. Linn Sheldon, a talk show host and
TV's "Barnaby," and Tom Haley of Channel3's •AM Cleveland,"
w1ll be sharing stories about their many years in the television
indu try The john Carroll Communications Department will
be hosting a seminar on television's past and future with these
featured guests on Tuesday,Nov.l8, from2 to3p.m. The seminar
wJ!I take place in the TV studio on the ground level of the
O'Malley Center

Meet Cat o ic Studies Program

a watungcarwhen he saw
Fenelon approach mg.
Fenelon added that his
btkehasbeen in his family
for many years and he is
glad he got there in time to
stop the potentia lthtef.
There are no suspects in
the investigation.
Semor jude Webster
owns a bike and sa id that
she is extremely con cerned about the situa tion.
' Ldon't have a car and I
ride my bike to class and
work,' Webster said. ' It is
my main mode of transportation and Ican'tafford
to have it stolen."
Although campus security declined to comment on the thefts, the
university has advised
those st udents who had
their bikes stolen to file a
police report.

WORLD NEWS
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A cycle of thefts

They make the clothes on our
backs. They make the shoesonour
feet. And generally, they make
these items working more than
eight hours per day. far below the
minimum wage standards of the
United States.
But this scenario is not from
the U.S. It is fromdevelopingcountries around the world whose
peopl e work for pe nni es to suppon
them se lves and their famt lies.
for example, Bangladesh is
known as the site of the "best deal"
fo r garment production since its
26 cents average hourly wage is
the lowest of any apparel -producing country, accordmg to a report
issued by UNITE, the Union of
Needle trades, Industrial and Textile Employees.
Such sweatshop condi tions are
currently being com batted atjoh n
Car roll Uni verslt y through " Work
of Human Hands," sponsored by
JCU's Center for Community Servtce.
'Work of Human Hands is a
program of Cat holic Relief Ser-

Catholic Stud ies, the new interdisciplinary undergraduate
program at JCU, is sponsoring an Open House and Informational Meeting for all students on Monday, Nov.17, from 4:30 to
6.30 PM, m the Mackin Room of Grasselli Library . The Open
I louse wall feature the faculty members teaching m the program, which is scheduled to begin thiscomingspringsemester.
Refreshments will be served. Contact Dr. Cesareo at 397-4556
for more information.
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With that in mind, let's begin with question one. This is a scenario question, so
pretend that you're a British au pair. You
ca me to A mericaseekingadventure. While
baby-sitting, the young infant begins to cry.
(Assuming the general rules for care of infants remains un iversal) do yoll
A.) rock him inachair,geta bottlefrom
the ref rigeraror, and get his pacifier?
Or, do you:
B.) shake him vi~ently and slam his
body against a hard surface(i.e. the floor) to
silence him?
Choice A would most likely yield a much
happier baby, in fact, he might even go back
to slee p.
Choice B., as in the case o[ Matthew
Eappen, would result in a fractured skull
and eventual death due to the impact
equivalent of falling out a two story window.
If youchoosechoiceA.,giveyourseU two
points.
If you choose choice B., like Louise
Woodward ,you get zero points. Woodward,
acc ording to prosecutors, admitted to shaking Matthew and to dropping him on the
floorand tossing him on a bed-simply because she became so frustrated with his
incessant crying.
The next question is similar to the first
in format . Thistlme,however,considerthc
role of a member on the jury. As a jury
member you have to take several pieces of
evidence into account. Do you:
A.) agree with the defense. who said
Eappen'sdeath may have been due to a preexisting medical condition that may have
affected his bone strength and development?

Or, do you:
B.) believe that the baby's two year old

brother slammed the baby's body onto the
floor, resulting in shaken baby syndrome,
and causing his eventual death?
Or, do you:
C) believe that Woodward slammed the
baby's body into the floor, resulting in
shaken baby syndrome, and causing his
eventual death?
Choice A. seems totally unlikely, although it's tempting to believe the word of
quack doctOrs. It is doubtful that a skull
f racture(thatshould have been treated previously) would have the impact of a two
story fall .
It's also possible to consider, as in choice
B., that an older brother may have been a
liulerough with his younger infant brother.
However, unless the older brother has the
strength of Bam-Bam, prosecutors contend
that a two year old would not be able to
cause such extreme injury.
Finally, choice C Thischoiceseems logical in that Woodward admitted to shaking
Matthew and to dropping him on the floor,
according to prosecutors.

consctence,decide that Woodward is only
a child who did not act out of malice and
then overturn a decision you already m'ade?
Choice A would seem to indicate a solid
Amencan judicial system that has faith in
its citizens and their ability to make decisions.
When considering choice B., It must be
noted that Woodward is not a child-she is
19yearsold. A grown woman should know
better, even if she gets a little frustrated
when little Matthew begins to cry. Additionally, choice B. is indicative of a weakness both within yourself and your ability
to be an unbiased, impartial judge. It does
not seem right (or fair to the Eappen fam ily) to suddenly decide to change a decision-what happened to appeals court?

If youchoosechoiceA,giveyourself two
points
IfyouchoosechoiceB.,yougetnegattve
221 poims. (One point for each year you set
back the American judicial system-established in 1776.)
Choice A. remains the logical choice because it mainta ins the American judicial
system's ideal of trial by jury. For a judge to
If you choose choice A., like the defense, suddenly decide to change his mind and
you get zero points.
reconsider a verdict that a jury decided on
If you choose choice B., get a brain. (zero goes against all faith in the princtples of
points.)
democracy.
If you choose choice C., you get two
points.
Now it's time to tally up the points. Lf
Choice C. is correct simply because as a your points total:
member of the jury, you must stick to the
-221-0: You have the au pair skills of
truth when determining guilt. Woodward, Louise Woodward-- but you probably won't
according toprosecutors,admittedtoshak- have as much luck ass he did in court.
ingMatthewanddroppinghim on the floor.
0-4: Your au pair skills may have poten This death was not the result of a supposed tial, but maybe you ne ed to brush up on

Corrrnentary
By Tom O'Konowttz
Editor-In-Chief
1was thefirst person to runaround
screaming the joys of El Nino, and
everyone looked at me like 1 was insane, because no one knew what the
term meant.
Now,everyone and their brother is
an El Nino expe rt.
This week, everyone learned another term: au pair(aw, pear).
I remember the first time I heard
it. Didn't have a clue. But every newspaper, television station and member of society spouted the word as if
it were as common as 'the.'
Wetl it's not It took me days of
confusion, as I thought Louise
Woodward's first name was 'au pair,'
to figure out what this phrase was all
about.
I then thought au pair was a distam relative of au bon pan.
Well, it's not.
After many inquiries to people,!
realized notmanypeople really knew
what an au pair is.
So I made a journey to the bookshel f and looked in thedictionaryto
find out what this au pair thing is.
According to Webster's, an au pair
is'A foreigngirlorwomanwhoworks
for a famtly tnexchange for room and
board and an opportunity to learn
the family's language.'
Great. After all this time
en-

and
~~~~::-:~~::~~~~~~~~~~~~.,~~~~~~~~~~~d~c~d~l~a~tc~d~t;
o~il~u~n~n~ou~t~w;h~;~'l._._illlll
OJ Simpson dream team member Barry
6: Congratulations! You receive mort
Scheck, or the wrath of an older brother. Ln
fact, the autopsy report said he died as the
result of bleeding from a blood clot, due to
shaken baby syndrome.
Finally,questionnumberthree. Thislast
question involves another important person involved in thiscase--thejudge. As the
judge assigned to this case, you're responsibility is to make sure that the trial is fair.
Remember, your opinion of Wood ward, the
Eappen family or anyone involved In the
trial cannot enter into your decision. Additionally, your decision is based solely upon
evidence, not whether or not you feel bad
for the poor foreigner who looks so helpless
in front of the powerful, scary American
judicial system. Do you:
A.) have faith in the
jury's decision, and rely
on their judgement?
Or, do you,
B.) suddenly grow a

So what's El Nitloagain7

points than judge Zobel. You win .
Thanks for playing.

Thanksgiving Essay Contest!
Write a 200 word essay describing the
person atJCU whom you are most
thankful for, and why you think they
deserve the most thanks. The winner will
be published in The Carroll News.

1
Sunday

U/16 from 1-4 p.m.

Univcr•ity Heis~t• door-to-door

food collection~

Meet at tl.c Student Union oflicc
Voluntan an needed friday 11/21 at 8 p.m.

To IOI't aU the food that I.a. been collected.
Mat at t'hc Sq.....~ Ccnirts in the Rcc Plex.

Call Kate Robinton at 897-2665
or Pat Scanlan at W7-5ll2
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Film soars high on
The Wings of the Dove

Two of the music world's hottest groups
Concerts arecomingtoCleveland in concert in December.The Wallflowers, with special guests Maypole and thejayhawks. are coming tO the Kent State University
MAC. Center on Thursday Dec. ll at 7:30p.m. Barenaked Ladies,
with special guest The Devlins,
will be at the Cleveland State
Convocation Center on Tuesday
Dec. 30 at 730 p.m. Both shows
are courtesy of Belkin Produc·
tions and the Budweiser concert
series . Tickets can be purchased
through any Ticket master location. The Cleveland number 1s
216·241-5555. Get your tickets
quick, as both shows are likely to
sell out.

1

1111

Cleveland Pubhc Theatre presents Crowbar, a
play written by Mac Wellman and directed by
Dam1en Gray. The playisa ghost story taking place
111 an old theatre that isabouuo be renovated. It will be performed
111 'Cleveland's Handsomest Playhouse' in its first production
since 1932. The play runs through Nov. 29, with shows Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and a Sunday matinee performance at
2 p m. Call 631·2727 for reservations and more information.

Cedar Lee Theatre is featuring the classic An
American Werewolf in London for its weekly 'Midnight Movie Madness' session on Saturday Nov. 15.
-The film traces what happens when two American studentsona
walking tour in London are mauled by the local werewolf causing
one to die and the other to dream of hunting on all fours.
Com1 ng Attractions were com pi led by Susan Malick, Assistant
i:ntertai nmmt Ed1tor.

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
lain Sof tley's The Wmgs of the
Dove, was portrayed af terthe heart
of Henry james' novel- the story
of a woman who attempts to
achieve everyth ing she wants in
life by pursuing both love and
material success w1th equal passion. At the same time, this movie
brings a contemporary sense of
anxiety, pleasure, and romantic
intrigue to james' tale of passion,
betrayal, and the transformation
of three adults who strive to rna·
nipulate love for both selfish and
unselfish purposes.
Kate Croy (played by Helena
Bonham Caner from Hamlet and
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein) is a
spiri ted and intelligei'lt woman
who finds herself in a constant
struggle between her mind and
her heart.
After her mother dies, Kate is
taken in by a wealthy aunt, and
enters a world of contemporary
London townhouses and society
parties. It is a world in wh ich marriage to a wealthy suitor established a rigid class system in
which she is now an elite. For
Kate, however, marriage is more
than comfort and wealth. Rather,
it is a way to keep her poor father
(played by Michael Gam bon from
Mobsters and The Gambler) safe

Ariel out from under the sea ... again
Jllllan Valerius
how to sing once again. With its
~~f~IIJ-':o.!."< ......,.,..,~..,....~ ~·"·~·\release, The Little Mermaid
1 I hard to
at t wo wo Academy Awards. ne
il.o:; been c1gh t year;.~ince it wa;.
for it underscore and another for
f1rst released, but The Little Best Song which was "Under the
Mermaid is back to teach us all Sea." The Little Mermaid has been
hailed as one of Disney's best an i·
mated features, and upon its fi rst
release, launched a new interest in
the art of animation.
The Little Mermaid is based on
a fairy tale by Hans Christian
Anderson.
It is a tale about a
young mermaid who fa lls in love
with a human prince. With the
help of hertrusty friends: a crab, a
fish, and a seagull, she eventually
w.h n1\nf')'
becomes human and wins the
Ariel shares her dreams with heart of the man of her dreams.
her friend Flounder.
This time around, The Little
Nctll~_j

Mermaid has had major renovations. The look and sound
of the movie has been greatly
increased by the use of up-todatedigital technology. Visual
improvements were made by
digitali zing the entire film.
This enabled the animators to
electronically paint out imperfections on the origi na I camera negatives.
The elements of the original so und track were also
tuned up to allow for a greater
range of stereo sound. The
original release had only a
four-track analog, while the
new release has four different
sound track formats, including a six-track digital stereo.

.BARENAKED IdADIES I U2
RUSTED ROOT I INXS I REM
DAVE MA'ri•H
E:W"& BAND I
I
COIJtECTIYE SOUL I Ol.V.IC I
DAVID BO'WIE I BI,ACK
CRO"WES I 'I'H E: POLICE I
PEARL JAM I TOlVI PETrY I
SMASHING PUIV.IPKINS I
TOAD THE 'WET SPROCKET
DIRE STRAITS I LISA LOEB I
W"ILOO I BIG H E:AD TODD
Ifyou think we've forgotJell what you like. ...think again.
Listen for these bands and others on:
Oxymoronic Paradox. •• Monday 10-Noon
Technical Di/fiCillties. .•• Thursday 4-6:30
The Engineering Shift•. Friday 10-Midnight
WE'RE WORKING TO BE .CAitROLL'S SOlJNDTitACK.

from harm and dan- , - - ---.-.--- - , - - - - - ------,
ger.
Kate soon falls in
love , but with a man
who does not fit into
her aunt's world. She
has been secret! y involved with journalist Merton Densher
(played by Linus
Roache f romNoSurrender and Link).
MukTill ~
She realizes, however, that she
Wings: Alison Elliott, Helena
must make a choice of either marBonham Carter and Linus
rying the man she loves and losRoache star in this love story.
ing all chance at a life of wealth
and socialstanding,or leaving her the century.
lover to assume her rightful place
Sof tley's vision was to refocus
in society.
the novel through acontemporary
As she faces this dilemma, an prism by bringing out three in America benefici ary,Mili ie Theale triguing characters who make
(played Alison Elliottfrom Wyatt their own complicated sexual
Earp and The Underneath)arrives choices in a world of fading 19th
in London. Millie is very bold, century repression.
beautiful, and wealthy. Like Kate,
"I am interested in any story
she also has a tragic secret. The about people who are swimming
two women soon become close againstthe tide, who exist at odds
friends, and Mertonjoins the two with the conventions of the socion a trip to Venice, where passions ety they are living in. All those
are lit among the masked carni- ingredients are in The Wingsofthe
val. Behind the friendship, Kate Dove," stated Soft ley. "But I wanted
discovers a solution to her lover's to make a film that was more pas·
dilem rna. It is a s.olut ion that will sionate and psychological than a
lead all threefriends into a world literal adaptation. lt was the baof twists and turns, and an unex· sis of my interest in the project
pee ted consequence.
that lwould be allowed todosomeIn his novel,jamessurrounded thingcinematicin itsconceptionTheale with an uncompromising with a boldness and sexiness and
Croy and a sen sitive Densher. a pace that are thoroughly 1990s."
When these three come together
_ The Wings of the Dove opens
in a dangerous game involving nationwide tomorrow.
sexual desire, money, and ambition,jamescreates a modern novel
which marks and explores the
shift from 19th ce ntur y to 20th
century behavior.
james is often referred to as the
first modernist in literature, part!y
due to his portrayal of women. He
writes about women trapped between new sexual and societal
freedoms, yet are still compelled
to thei r beliefs on how they should
behave.
Croy is most attractive in her
darker moments, and her character is tragically human. Her
choices lead her to a dark tale of
love through the strength of delkw<'yNtcks
sire, a story that is as fascinating
Wings: The cast recl ines in a
in its int rigue and implications
gondola in Paris during the
today as it was before the turn of
filming of Wings.
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Taking the road less traveled
]CU English professor leaves job in the business
world and finds success in teaching, writingfiction
Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter
Many people say that it takes courage in
order to follow your dreams. Steve
Lattimore, visiting assistant professor of
English at john Carroll University, knows
this from exper ience.
"I gave up my sense of security to pursue
a dream." he said.
Lauimore, wh o is a new faculty member
at Carroll this year, left a career in the advertising business to take a chance in the
field of fiction writing.
He received his undergraduate degree in
English from California State University. It
was there that he first became interested in
wr iting fiction.
"When !saw that I couldtakeacourse in
fictiOn wri ting, I found the idea wildly-attract ive," Lattimore said. He admit ted that
although he loved it, he was not very good
m the begmnmg. He worked hard and took
more courses to perfect his skills.
While taktng these classes, Lattllnore
began thinkingabout pursuing a career as a
professor and a writer. He saw his professor
as a "romantic ideal whose life seemed
pretty good-w riting stor ies, reading stories, helping students."
However, Lattimore was hesitant.
"It seemed like a great thing to do, but
somehow it was a goal beyond me," he said.
After some thought, he realized that he
could never think of a good reason why he
shouldn't at least try to follow his dream.
Following his undergraduate studies,
Lattimore continued his education as a
Wallace
Fellow at Stanford Uni ver-

This book is a collec·
tion of short stories
which were written
by Lattimore during
his time at Stanford
and lowa.
"It was great," he
said."! wasabletotake
my homework, put it
together ina book and
sell it."
Lattimore's work
has also appeared in
the Mississippi Re-

Alison Wendorff

view, American Short
Fiction and American Fiction.
Currently,
Lattimore's life is a
balancing act. He is
teaching four classes
-a fiction workshop,
Introduction to the
Modern Novel and
two composition
classes. He is involved
with fiction readings
on campus; most recently on Oct. 30.
ln the upcoming
weeks,Lattimorewill
be going on a book
tour. He will travel to
California, Mississippi and other states
to do readings of Ci rcumnavigati on Also
included in his tour

Major: Pre-Med
Zodiac sign: l1bra
Favorite sports team: The
Cleveland Indians
What is the most recent movie
that you have seen in a
theater?: G/ jane
Favorite items of clothing: My
big sweatshirts and warm-up pants,
because I can sleep, go to class, play
soccer and do JUSt about anything in
them--except of course go to a
formal dance.
Name one thing you bought
that you wish you hadn't: An
elevator pass for $1 0 my freshman
year of high school. The seniors at
school sold these passes to the naive
freshmen who actually thought there
were elevators to use at school.
Favorite flower: A red rose,

The "write• stuft Steve Lattimore, visiting assistant
professor of English, enjoys teaching Carroll students
fiction writing and writing books himself. Lattimore, who is
working on a novel, will soon be touring the country with his
book Circumnavigation, a collection of short stories.

fiction workshop,said:He'sa great
store signings.
He is also working on a novel which is the class is very stimulating. !also have his
already contracted to be published by book and I really like it.'
"We have round-tablediscussions where
Houghton-Mifflin.
we
talk back and forth,' said jim Wurtz, a
Lattimore has a wife and 13-month-old
baby at home, with whom heenjoysspend- junior who also takes Lattimore's fiction
ing as much time with as possible. As for writing class. 'He gives his own op inions
the future, he definitely sees teaching as and we give ours. I think he connects with
the students well."
part of his plans.
Sharing different viewpoints is one of
A!though it is
the
main ways Lattimore hopes to instruct
hard
to
both
teach
~'It was great. I was able to
my
and write books at his students.
"I think that I have a unique vision of the
the same time,
homework, put it together In a book
Lattimore fi nds world. I try to show that to students, not so
it can become their view but so the can
and sell
Steve Lattimore working with stu- come
into their own ideas," Lattimore said.
---------------------------------------------- dentstobeanenjoyable and re· "I try to~ honest and say what I think ,and
"T his was my make-it-or-break-it point." warding endeavor. He likes the variety that l try to give genuinely of myself."
Lattimore said. "I left a good paying job to teaching offers.
"Therearedifferentcourses,differentstu·
take a chance."
Feature
As it turns out, it was a risk worthwhile dents, different ideas," Lattimore said. "It's
Ideas?
not the same thing day in and day out."
for Lattimore.
Call Maria
La ttimore's students enjoy the con versaWhile in Iowa he began work on his
~t397-4479
tone
of
his
classes.
tion
a]
recently published book, Circumnavigation.

school, he was able to work on is own,
writing fiction and developing his ideas.
Following this postgraduate work, he
found a job in the field of advertising.
"It was fun, but it wasn't exactly what I
wanted to do," Lattimore sa id.
He decided to leave his job and enroll in
the Iowa Graduate Writer's Workshop.

take

Night's Dream in the seventh grade as
Titan1a the fa1ry queen.
Dream job: A ped1atrician at a
large, well-respected children's
hospital where I save the lives of
children every day.
Favorite childhood memory:
Decorat1ng my bike with my best
friend Adam and riding it in the
Fourth of July parade.
If you could meet any historical
figure, who would you meet?:

it."

*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO

CoLLEGE

ID

NITE

DJ SPINNING THE BEST IN SO's RETRO DANCE
MUSIC AND .ALL YOUR REQESTS

$2 IMPOR1'S AND $1o~
BWES BAND! wALI<ING CANE AND SKY Doo
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE wml JCU m.
$2 MUG NIGHl•BUY A MUG RlR $2 AND GET $1 REmJ.S
UNDERGROOND DMU

GUESrD.J.s
B-4 11PM
LM: THE VIEN, Tlm.MA SoNIC,
fooNSPEmm
REGGAE EvERY SmmAY
RuM DRoo<s $2.00 Au. Nm

NO OlVER

To nail the MCAT, ~ the aclences-·lsn't fli'IOICh.
You'W &at to knGW the test. At Kaplan we'll teach you both.
Our expert teacherii'IIMI.helped more studllntS get Into
medical schOOl thM aB othef MCAT prep courses combined.
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Film soars high on
The Wings of the Dove

4

Two of the music world's hottest groups
arccomingtoCleveland in concert in Decem!
Concerts ber.
The Wallflowers, with special guests Maypole and the jay hawks, are coming w the Kent State University
M.AC. Center on Thursday Dec.ll at 7:30p.m. Barenake.d Ladies,
with special guest The Devlins,
will be at the Cleveland State
Convocation Center on Tuesday
Dec 30 at 7:30 p.m. Both shows
are courtesy of Belkin Productions and the Budweiser concert
srr ies Tickets can be purchased
through any Ticketmasrer location. The Cleveland number is
216-241-5555. Get your tickets
qUJck,as both shows are likely to
sell out.

1111

Cleveland Public Theatre presents Crowbar, a
play written by Mac Wellman and directed by
Dam1en Gray. The play1saghoststory taking place
1n an old theatre that is about to be renovated. lt will be performed
m 'Cleveland's Handsomest Playhouse' in its first production
s1nce 1932. The play runs through Nov. 29, with shows Thursday
through Saturday at 8 p.m. and a Sunday matinee performance at
2 p.m. Call 631-2727 for reservations and more information.

Cedar Lee Theatre 1s featuring the classic An
American Werewolf in London fori ts week 1y 'Midnight Movie Madness' session on Saturday Nov. 15.
-The film traces what happens when two American students on a
walking tour in London are mauled by the local werewolf causing
one 10 die and the other to dream of hunting on all fours.
ComingAitractions were compiled by Susan Malick, Assistant
Entertainment l::ditor

Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
lain Softley's The Wings of the
Dove, was ponrayed af terthe heart
of Henry james' novel- the story
of a woman who attempts to
achieve everything she wants in
life by pursuing both love and
material success With equal passion. At the same time, this movie
brings a contemporary sense of
anxiety, pleasure, and romantic
intrigue to james' tale of passion,
betrayal, and the transformation
of three adults who strive to manipulate love for both self1sh and
unselfish purposes.
Kate Croy (played by Helena
Bonham Carter from Ham let and
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein) is a
spirited and imelligel'lt woman
who finds herself in a constant
struggle between her mind and
her heart.
After her mother dies, Kate is
taken in by a wealthy aunt, and
enters a world of contemporary
London townhouses and society
parties. It is a world in which marriage to a wealthy suitor establi shed a rigid class system in
which she is now an elite. For
Kate, however, ma rriage is more
than comfort and wealth. Rather,
it is a way to keep her poor father
(played by Michael Gam bon from
Mobsters and The Gamble r) safe

Ariel out from under the sea ... again
Jlllian Valerius
Still f Reporter
It 1 hard to

lJ,,, be~ n c1ght ycarss1nee 1twas
firs t released, but The Little
Mermaid is back to teach us all

Wilh

I)J)nty

Pk1urh

Ariel shares her dreams with
her friend Flounder.

how lOsing once again. With its
\n1 i 1release, The Little Mermaid
on rwo Academy Awards One
for llS underscore and a not her for
Best Song which was "Under the
Sea." TheLittleMermaidhasbeen
hailed as one of Disney's best animated features, and upon its first
release, launched a new interest in
the art of anim ation.
The Little Mermaid is based on
a fa1ry tale by Hans Chris nan
Anderson . It is a tale about a
young mermaid who falls in love
with a human prince. With the
help of her trusty f riends:a crab, a
fish, and a seagull, she eventually
becomes human and wins the
heart oft he man of her dreams.
This time around, T11e Little

Mermaid has had major renovations. The look and sound
of rhc movi e has been greatly
increased by the use of up-todate digital technology. Visual
improvements were made by
digitalizing the entire film .
This enabled th e an imators to
electronically paint out imperfections on the original camera negatives.
The elements of the original sound track were also
tuned up to allow for a greater
range of stereo sound. The
original release had only a
four-track analog, while the
new release has four different
sound track formats, including a six-track digital stereo.

from harm and dan- ~----.-_,----,-111111...---------,
ger.
Kate soon falls in
love, but with a man
who does not fit into
her aunt's world. She
has been sec ret! y invol ved with journalist Merton Densher
(played by Linus
Roache from No Surrender and Link).
MnkT1U1e
She realizes, howeve r, that she
Wings: Alison Elliott, Helena
mustmakeachoiceof either marBonham Carter and Linus
rying the man she loves and losRoache star in this love story.
ing all chance at a life of wealth
and socia !standing, or leaving her the cen tury.
lover to assume her rightful place
Sof tley's vision was to refocus
in society.
the novel through a contemporary
As she faces this dilemma, an prism by br inging out three inAmerica beneficiary, Mil1 1e Thea le triguing characters who make
(played Alison Elliott from Wyatt th eir own com plica ted sex ual
Earp and The Underneath)arrives choices in a world of fading 19th
in London. M1llie is very bold, century repression.
beautiful, and wealthy. like Kate,
"I am interested in any story
she also has a tragic secret. The about people who are swimming
two women soon become close aga inst the tide, who exist at odds
friends, and Merton joins the two with the conventions of the socion a trip to Venice, where passions ety they are living in. All those
are lit among the masked carni- ingredients are in The Wingsofthe
val. Behind the friendship, Kate Dove,"statedSoftley. "But! wanted
discovers a solution to her lover's to make a film that was more pasdilemma. It is a solution that will sionate and psychological than a
lead all three friends into a world literal adaptation. It was the baof twists and turns, and an unex- sis of my interest in the project
pected consequence.
that I would be allowed todosomeIn his novel,Jamessurrounded th ing cinematic in its conceptionTheale with an uncompromising with a boldness and sexiness and
Croy and a sensitive Densher. a pace that are thorough Iy 1990s."
When these three come together
The Wings of the Dove opens
in a dangerous game involving na tionwide tomorrow.
sexual desire , money, and ambition,jamescreatesa modern novel
which marks a nd explores the
shift from 19th century to 20th
century behavior.
james is often referred to as the
first modernist in literature, partly
due to h is portrayal of women. He
writes about women trapped between new sexual and societal
freedom s, yet are still compelled
to their beliefson how they should
behave.
Croy is most attractive in her
darker moments, and her character is tragically human. Her
choices lead her to a dark tale of
love through the strength of deDewtyNkks
sire, a story that is as fascinating
Wings: The cast reclines in a
in its intrigue and implications
gondola in Paris during the
today as it was be fo re the turn of
filming of Wings_
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Ifyou think we've forgotten what you like. ...think again.
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Taking the road less traveled
]CU English professor leaves job in the business
world and finds success in teaching, writingfiction
This book is a collecColleen Masny
Staff Reporter
tion of short stories
Many people say that it takes courage in which were written
order to follow your dreams. Steve by Lauimore during
Lattimore, visiting assistant professor of his nme at Stanford
English at john Carroll Umversity, knows and lowa.
"It was great," he
this from experience.
"I gave up my sense of security to pursue said. "Iwas able to take
my homework. put it
a dream ," he said .
Lanimore, who is a new faculty member together ina book and
at Carroll this year, left a career m the ad- sell it."
Lattimore's work
vertising business to take a chance in th e
has also appeared in
fie ld of fiction writing.
He rece1ved h1s undergraduate degree in the Mississippi ReEnglish from California State University. It view, American Short
was there that he first became interested in Fiction and American Fiction.
writing fiction.
Currently,
"When I saw that I could take a course in
fiction writing, I found the idea wildly-at- Lattimore's life is a
tractive," Lattimore said. He admitted that balancing act. He is
a lthough he loved it , he was not very good teaching four classes
in the begin nmg. He worked hard and took -a fictJon workshop,
Introduction to the
more courses to perfect his skills.
While taking these classes, Lattimore Modern Novel and
began th inking about pursuingacareerasa two composition
professor and a writer. He saw his professor classes. He is involved
as a "romantic ideal whose life seemed with fiction readings
pretty good-writing stories, reading sto- on campus; most recently on Oct. 30.
ries, helping students."
In the upcoming
However, La ttimore was hesitan t.
"It seemed like a great thing to do, but weeks, Lattimore will
somehow it was a goal beyond me," he said. be going on a book
Jtn!!trty
After some thought, he realized that he tour. He will travel to The "write• stuff: Steve Lattimore, visiting assistant
could never think of a good reason why he California, Missis - professor of English, enjoys teaching Carroll students
sippi and other states fiction writing and writing books himself. Lattimore, who is
shouldn't at least try to follow his dream.
Following his undergraduate studies, to do readings of Cirworking on a novel, will soon be touring the country with his
Lattimore continued his education as a cumnavigatiOn. Also book Circumnavigation, a collection of short stories.
Wallace Stegner Fellow at Stanford Univer- included in his tour
ty. Durln[hls cwo years bf postgtadua~ ~~~~~~~~--~~--~~~-------8~~
fiction workshop, said, "He's a great guy and
school, he was able to work on his own, store signings.
He is also work ing on a novel which is the class is very stimulati ng. l a lso have his
writing fiction and developing his ideas.
Following this postgraduate work , he already contracted to be published by book and I really like it."
"We have round-tabledJscussJons where
Houghton -Mifflin.
found a job in the field of advertising.
Lattimore has a wife and 13-month-old we talk back and forth ," said jim Wurtz, a
' It was fun, but it wasn't exactly what I
baby at home, with whom he enjoys spend- junior who also takes Lattimore's fiction
wanted to do," Lattimore said .
ing
as much time with as possible. As for writing class. 'He gives his own opinions
He decided to leave his job and enroll in
the future, he definitely sees teaching as and we give ours. I think he connects with
the Iowa Graduate Writer's Workshop.
the students well."
• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • partAlthough
Sharing different viewpoints is one of
of his plans.
it is
the
main ways Lattimore hopes to instruct
hard
to
both
teach
my
and write books at his students.
"I think that I have a unique vision of the
the same time ,
Lattimore finds world. l try to show that to students, not so
it can become their view but so the can
and
Steve Lattimore working with stu- come
into their ow n ideas," Lattimore said.
---------------~:._;__ _.:..:_____,;,_ dents to be an enjoyable and re- "ltry to be honest and say what I think, and
"This was my make-it-or-break-it point," warding endeavor. He likes the variety that I try to give genuinely of myself."

"It was great. I was able to take
homework, put it together in a book
se/1 it."

Lattimore said. "!left a good paying job to
take a chance."
As it turns out, it was a ri sk worthwhile
for Lattimore.
While in Iowa he began work on his
recent Iy published book, Circumnavigation.
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teaching offers.
"Thereare different courses,d ifferen t students, different ideas," Lattimore said. "It's
not the same thing day in and day out."
Lattimore's students enjoy the con versationa! tone of his classes.

Alison Wendorff
Major: Pre-Med
Zodiac sign: Libra
Favorite sports team: The
Cleveland lnd1ans

What is the most recent movie
that you have seen in a
theater?: Gljane
Favorite items of clothing: My
big sweatshi1ts and warm-up pants,
because I can sleep, go to class, play
soccer and do 1ust about anythmg 1n
them--except of course go to a
formal dance.

Name one thing you bought
that you wish you hadn't: An
elevator pass for $1 0 my freshman
year of high school. The seniors at
school sold these passes to the na1ve
freshmen who actually thought there
were elevators to use at school.
Favorite flower: A red rose,

Night's Dream 1n the seventh grade as
Trtan1a the fany queen.
Dream job: A ped1atncian at a
large, well-respected children's
hospital where I save the lives of
children every day.

Favorite childhood memory:
Decorating my bike with my best
friend Adam and riding it in the
Fourth of July parade.

If you could meet any historical
figure, who would you meet?:

Feature
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Call Maria
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London Fletcher
The Marietta Pioneers were ahead, 9-0, with firsc-andgoa 1from theJoh n Carro114-yard 1me. A touchdown could
give them a seemingly insurmountable advantage over the
John Carroll University football team.
Three runn1ng plays d1d not reach the end zone.
Senior linebacker London Fletcher was in on all th ree
tackles, preventing a Marieua touc hdown and creating a
g1ant momentum shift in favor of the Blue Streaks, who
came back to win the game, 18-12.
"That goal-hnestand was, in my opinion, a subtle turning point in the game," said head coach Tony DeCarlo. "Had
they scored a touchdown, who knows what the outcome
would have been"
On the strength of Fletcher's play, the stand not only
turned that game around, but quite possibly the whole
season Previously,JCU was less than dominating m its
first two wins and m the first half with Marietta. Since
then, the defense has posted four scoreless games, and the
Streaks are now 8-1with a chance to make the playoffs
And Fletcher has been leading the way the whole time.
The stand was just a small part of the monstrous season
rheA 11 American has pur together. He has set the school
record lor tackles in a game (29 vs. Ohio Northern) and
only needs seven tackles in the frnal game to break the
school record of 167m a season. "I had set goals coming into

.

olmak\

n

r
ro-capram
rarisrica ly, 1 wanted to be up
arou nd I5ro 20 tackles a game."
AII from a guy wh.o's been playmg football for jusdour
years.
Fletcher has been an instant success at every sport he's
touchl'd. After enrolling in Villa Angela-St.joseph High
School in his sophomore year, Fletcher beca·me a key contributor on two state championship basketball teams
ln lllSsemor year, he tried his hand at football, much to
the delight of St.Joseph head coach John Storey, now the
J U defensive coordinator. The first ttme he touched the
ball 1n the team's first scrimmage, Fletcher showed his

Marl<
DiDonato
Mark DiDonaw has certainly
come a long way from the "short,
fat kid" that started playing football in hisfre hmanyearatWalsh
Jesuit High School.
The senior offensive tackle for
the John Carroll University football team has developed into one
of the best players 111 Dtv1sion Ill at
hi p.Jsition. His strong play last
year on the nght side of an offenstve line that allowed only nme
sacks warremed h1m a place on
the College Foot ball Preview preseason All-American team.
But th1s year he was asked to do
even more, as DiDonato was one
of only rwo returning starters on
the JCU offens1ve lme. He was

News
most valuable
athlete of the
fall sports season

looked to for leadership and example to anchor the young line,
and has provided both superbly.
"He's a great leader and a great
guy," said freshman tackle Bryan
Fialkowski, who started the first
game of his collegiate career at
Mount Union. "He leads [vocally!
as well as b)' example on the field.
"In preseason, he helped me a
lot, and encouraged me to get into
the weigh.t room"
Lifting has played a big part in
the DtDonato's growth into the 6foot-3, 280-pound speciman he is
today. He readily admits that he
does not possess incredible quickness, and, as. a result, has had to
work especially hard to excel. "1
play a position on the line that
doesn't take a lot of natural ath letic ability to play," said OiDona to.
"If you have the desire to be good,
you can make yourself good by
getting stronger. by bemg smart,
and by working on your feet."
His freshman season was not
an ea y one at Walsh, where football had a strong tradition. Just
staying with the program, despite
showing httle prowess as a 5-foot·
8, 220-pound lineman, shows
something for DiDonato's character. He kept working, and finally
started h1s senior year on a team
that reached the state semifinals.
When he came to Carroll he
dtd not play at the var ity level

until his sophomore year, which
enforced how much he really
wanted to succeed at this task.
"Af ter getting a taste of it sophomore year, I realized that I have to
be quick to make my blocks. Speed
is the game," said DiDonato. "Over
the course of the last couple years,
I've tried to work on my speed
more, as well as hfting."
The zeal of DiDonato has led to
awards of Most Improved Player
twice, first in 1993 for Walsh, and
then in 1996 forjCU. "It just shows
what type of dedication and heart
this guy has,"sa1d head coach Tony
DeCarlo. "He's been a great student of the game He's improved
his foot speed. He's reall y made
some great strides."
With the solid season he's had,
All-American status is probably
in his future. He appreciates that,
but takes more pride in being
elected as a co-captain prior to the
season. "To be looked up to by the
teammates you're with every day,"
said DiDonato,"that'sa true judgement of who you are as a person
and player.
DiDonato will graduate in Dec.
1998 as an elementary education
major. After graduation, he is not
sure about what or where his future is. But if his football career
has proved one thing, it's that he'll
work his hardest and be a pleasure
to everyone around him .

talents in an extraordinary way. "O n his first play, we
pitched to him , and he ran 80 yards for a touchdown," said
Storey. "It was basically that once he got outside, it was a
foot race, and he ran by some preuy good kids."
Fletcher followed up with a season of All-District and
All-State football honors. With options to play both sports
at the Div ision I level, he decided upon a basketball scholarship to St. Francis College. After three semesters, he
transferred to John Carroll, and has put together one of the
most storied athletic careers in recentJCU history
"Football played a part [in transferring], along with the
academic aspect," said Fletcher, a sociology major. "A ll
those, with the proximity of being 15 minutes from where
l grew up, were key factors in my decision ."
As impressive as his athletic feats are, they pale in companson to what he has struggled through off the field.
Growing up in the Cleveland inner city, Fletcher has experienced h is share of tri als, and feels he is a better person for
it. He has seen crime, tragedy, and even death among his
family members. His mother currently battles a drug
addiction.
Fletcher has been a role model for his family, and serves
as an inspiration to all those with odds stacked against
them. "With the perseverance to overcome the things that
he has, he is always striving to obtain higher things," said
Storey. "You look back at his career throughout, he's come
a long way."
Fletcher is hoping his career can lead to the pinnacle of
achievement, namely th e National Football ~.eagl\e. The
pros are mdeed a reality for the 6-foot, 235-pounder with a
4.4 time in the 40-yard dash. Although Division lii players
do not nor mall yattract much NFL attention, a scout representing ll teams has visited JCU and will probably be in
attendance when the Streaks host Baldwin-Wallace this
Saturday.
"People always told me what I was capable of doing
down the road , but ld1dn't really see it," said Fletcher. "Now,
with each game, each practice, 1 feel like ['m getting better.
I feel like I've only scratched the surface, as far as my
potential goes. A couple years down the line, I think I can
developintooneof the better football players in the nation."

Sha nnon
Sulliuan
Call Shannon Sullivan a psychic.
Prior to her junior season, pan of her
answer to the question on the John Carroll
University athlete information sheet asking her to describe her athletic career up w
that point was, "Now going to break records."
Two seasons later, she finished her career
as the the holder of four women's soccer
school records, and m second place of two

Balancingacademics,athleticsandother has also been named to the Dean's List every would allow him to travel extensive! y over
nr racurricular activities is a difficult task se mester. His proudestaccomplishment was the next two years.
While noting that his high school expel•. r anycollegest udent. To do it well is quite being nominated fortheGTE Academic Allriences prepared him for the rigors of colan accom plishment. But tosayGrantMast American honor, he said.
has June H well is a gross understatement.
Mast, a business logistics and manage- lege life, Mast credits God with being most
Over:Jll, it's been an impressivethreeplus ment double major, has also placed fir st in a instrumental in his success atJCU.
"ll avmg, llim at the center of my ltfe
}..:ar~atCarroll for Mast. Athletically, Mast,
national competition wtth his Log,IS itics
ncccl"
'
e_p.e.ti)ru,b.e ~~,-GU~I,l..,J;~--· ~
am an,'¥l~~fo.l'!.l~t~~,.,.._-~LW.l:~w..i~~Ui~.&;
a four-year letterwinner. He was a so an in a wi e variety o clu bs an communitly
ftll -OAC fir t team selection following his service projects.
~orhomore and junior seasons. He should
"I am a goal-setting person," Mast said.
Reflecting on his Blue Streak soccer caalso at least merit second team honors this
reer, Mast said , ~ I almost wish I could stay a
year when it is announced Tuesday.
Few, however, can boast of being aca- couple more years. We have a really great
,Jemie all-conference whilealsoall-co nfer- team with a lot of potential."
,·nceathleli c~ llylikeMast HewasanacaMast is now considering "an awesome
de-mical1-0AChonoreeinl996andanhon- position" with General Electric Lighting.
orable mention to the team in 1995. Mast GE'sdistributionandmanagementprogram

Grant
Mast

Lori
Hammer
The 1997 John Carroll University volleyball season was a challenging one for Lori Hammer in
more ways than one.
For the first time since 1990,
and also in Hammer 's Blue Streak
career, the squad failed to qualify
for the Ohio Athletic Conference
postseason tournament . Hammer
also had to deal w ith being the
lone senior on this year's team .
"It was difficult not having anyone to share my last moments
with .... My last game ... My last
morning practice," said Hammer,
who served as a co-captain this
season.
Hammer was named to the
1997 all-OAC second team Sunday, becoming theon l yJCU player
to receive all-conference honors.
It was the first time in her career
she earned the honor.
She will also graduate as the
school's all-time leader in games
played with 447. She also stands
second on the sc hool'sall-time digs
list.
But despite the combination of
successes and frustrations, Hammer, a marketing major, said participating in collegiate athletics
has definitely been good prepara-

Elizabe th
Chambers
~t the outset of herfreshman year, Elizabeth Chambers wasapprehensi veabout the
prospect of a collegiate soccer career. And
who could blame her?
For four years she's had a rigorous class
schedule and has been involved in a variety
of commumty service projects while playing soccer. Moreover, she questioned her

tion for entering the real world.
She plans to take the lessons that
she has learned thro ugh the John
Carroll volleyball program with
her into the next stage of her life.
She aspires to enter t he banking
industry's management training
program in either Cleveland or
Columbus.
Shead mit ted to having learned
many different things in her four
years because each team has had
its own unique qualities.
just because the season 's over
doesn't mean that I will put the
experience behindme,"said Hammer, who has prepared herself well
by interning on the trading floor
at Key Bank.

other categories. Nowadays, she's descnb- other rh111gs.'
ing her athletic career atjCU as fanta tic .
She entered the season w1th what she
Sullivancreditshersuccess in tosimply called a "salty" attttude, a bit unsure of her
being in the right place at the right time . future in the program. Preseason , however,
"I'm not good," she said. "l'm jllst lucky
proved to be a turning point. "l had so much
"Soccer has been very good to me," she fun in prcseason,"shesaid. "The new people
added. "lt has opened many doors, and I were great, we had a great new coach, and
only hope that I ha e been able to take ad- the team had a very positive attiLUde.
vantage of all of them."
'A number of important people in my
This positive attitude may come as a bn hfe would not let me forget how much I
of a surprise, considering thatju tone year loved soccer. They wouldn't let me give It
ago Sullivan was contemplating leaving t~e up that easily.'
sport which brought her tojCU in the first
Although hannon was not able to atplace. She called her junior year "a difficult tain one of her b1g goals- an OAC champitransition period '
ons hip banner-she hopes to be remem'At that moment in time I had to make a bered as a member of the class whrch got
lot of decisions. I needed to find out w here the ball rollingfortheJ Usoccerprogram.
I was going with my major Soccer seemed
"I would like to thtnk that I paved the
like a job, and I felt that 1needed to focus on way," Sullivan sa1d.

Jeff llunkcle described his athletic car..:cr at John Carroll University as "up and
down." In the near future, the only thing
Hunke le wants is to go up and come back
down is an airplane bound for Germany.
Hunkele, a captain of this year's men's
soccer ream, was the team's rookie of the
year in 1994 as he played in and started all

London Fletc her and
Ma rk DiDonato profiles
by Mar k Bo leky
All ot hers by
Rona Proudfoot

20 games played by the Blue Streaks. JCU
narrowly missed qualifying for the NCAA
Division Ill tournament his sophomore year,
as he continued a nearly unmatchable feat,
having started all but one of the games he
was able to play in.
A dislocated kneecap suffered prior to
the start of hts junior year, however, forced
him to sit out five games of 1996 season.
Hunkele's determination won out, though.
Physical therapy and a specialized workout
program enabled him to return during his
senior year to the form he displayed prior to
the inJury.
Looking back on his four years, Hunkele
expresses satisfaction wah his choice of
john Carroll. "1 enjoyed playing for a winmng team,"said Hunkele, who finished his
career having started 55 of the 56 games he

own abilities.
"I didn't think that 1 would be able to
play coming in ," confessed Chambers.
But those fears were quickly quashed as
she gamed rookie of the year honors in 1994.
This year's team captain feels her best
year was also her last.
'It was frustrating having to adjust each
year to a new coach,' said Chambers,' but
[first-year coac h Tracy]Blasius helped build
our confidence [this year!. It was definitely
the best season in all of the years since I've
been here.'
Throughout her college career, she continually worked to improve her game while
becoming heavily involved in other areas
on campus Chambers credits soccer for
being helpful in budgeting time.
played in . "It was great to know that we
were always on top."
Now back to that airplane. After graduation, Hunkele hopes to use his finance
major to gain a position with a mutual fund
company. Additionally, he aspires to utilize his German minor by traveling to Germany and other European countries.

Jeff
Hunl<ele

And does she need to. She's a member of
the Honors Program, carrying a 3.8 grade
point average.
She is also secretary of the Finance Association, a member of three honor societies, including a Business one. Off of campus, she is a participant in numerous community service projects.
The highlight of her career appropriately combined academics and athletics
when she was named a GTE Academic AllAmerican following the 1996 season.
Following grad uation,Cham bers,a business major, plans to enter graduate school
and pursue her master's degree. Her extended plansincludeowningand running
her own business, and eventually coaching
someday.
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London Fletcher
The Marietta Pioneers were ahead , 9-0, with first-andgoalfrom thcjohnCarroll4-yard Line. A touchdown could
give them a seem1 ngl y insurmountable advantage over the
john Carroll University football team.
Three running plays did not reach th e end zone.
Se nior linebacker London Fletcher was in on all three
tackles. preventing a Mar ietra touchdown and creating a
gian t momentum shift in favor of the Blue Streaks, who
came back to win the game, 18-12.
"That goal-li ne stand was, in my op1nion ,a subtle turnmgpomtin thegame,"said head coach Tony DeCarlo. "Had
they scored a touchdown, who knows what the outcome
would have been."
On the strength of Fletcher's play, the stand not only
turned that game around, but quite possibly the whole
season . Previously, JCU was less than dominating in its
first two wins and in the first half with Marietta. Since
then, the defense has posted four scoreless games, and the
Streaks are now 8-1 with a chance to make the playoffs
And Fletcher has been leading the way the whole time.
The stand was just a small part of the monstrous season
the AII-American has put together. He has set the school
record lor rackles in a game (29 vs. Ohio Northern) and
only needs seven tackles m 1he final game to break the
school record of 167 ina season. "1hadsetgoalscominginto
'

uwk'

n

r
co-capram •. taristicall y, I wanted ro be up
around 15 ro 20 t<~ c kles a game."
AII from a guy who's been playmg football for just four
years.
Fletcher has been an instant success at every sport he's
touched. After enrolling in Villa Angela-St.joseph High
School in his sophomore year, Fletcher became a key contributor on two state championship basketball teams.
ln Ius senior year, he tned his hand at football, much to
the delight of St. joseph head coach john Storey, now the
JCU defensive coordinator. The first time he touched the
ball rn the team's first scrimmage, Fletcher showed his
1

The Carroll News
most valuable
athlete of the
fall sports season

looked to for leadership and example to anchor the young line,
and has provided both superbly.
"He's a great leader and a great
guy," said freshman tackle Bryan
Fialkowski, who started the first
game of his collegiate career at
Mount Union. "He leads Ivocally]
as well as by example on the field.
"ln preseason, he helped me a
lot, and encouraged me to get into
1 he weight room."
Liftmg has played a big part in
the DiDonato's growth into the 6foot-3, 280-pound speciman he is
today. He readily admits that he
does not possess incrediblequickness, and, as. a result, has had to
work especially hard to exceL "I
Mark DiDonato has certainly play a position on the line that
come a long way from the "short, doesn't take a lot of natural ath!at kid" that started playing foot- letic ability to play," said DiDonato.
ball in his freshman year at Wal h "lf you have the desire to be good,
you can make yourself good by
Je~ull H1gh School
The senior offensive tackle for getting stronger, by being smart, .
the john Carroll University foot- and by working on your feet."
Hts freshman season was not
ball team has developed into one
of the best players in Division Ill at an easy one at Walsh, where footh1s position. His strong play last ball had a strong tradition. just
year on the nght side of an offen- staying with the program, despite
SIVe lme that allowed only nine showing lmle prowess as a 5-footsacks warrented him a place on 8, 220-pound lineman, shows
the College Football Preview pre- something for DiDonato's character. He kept working, and finally
season All-Amencan team.
Butth1syearhewasask dtodo started h1s senior year on a team
even more, as DIDonato was one that reached the state semifinals.
of only two returning starters on
When he came to Carroll he
the JCU offensive line. He was did not play at the varsity Level

Marl<
DiDonato

until his sophomore year, which
enforced how much he really
wanted to succeed at this task
"After getting a taste of it sophomore year, l realized that I have to
bequicktomakemy blocks Speed
is thegame," said DiDonato. "Over
the course of the last couple years,
l've tried to work on my speed
more, as well as !if ting."
The zeal of DiDonato has led to
awards of Most Improved Player
twice, first in 1993 for Walsh, and
then in l996forjCU. "It just shows
what type of dedication and heart
this guy has," said head coach Tony
DeCarlo. "He's been a great student of the game He's improved
his foot speed. He's really made
some great strides."
With the solid season he's had ,
All-American status is probably
in his future. He appreciates that,
but takes more pride in being
elected as a co-captain prior to the
season. "To be looked up to by the
teammates you're with every day,"
said DiDonato,"that'sa true judgement of who you are as a person
and player.
DiDonato will graduate in Dec.
1998 as an elementary education
major After graduation, he is not
sure about what or where his future is. But if his football career
has proved one thing, it's that he'll
work his hardest and be a pleasure
to everyone around him.

talents in an extraordinary way. "On his first play, we
pitched to him, and he ran 80 yards for a touchdown," said
Storey. "It was basically that once he got outside, it was a
foot race, and he ran by some pretty good kids."
Fletcher followed up with a season of All-District and
A !!-State football honors With options to play both sports
at the Divis JOn I level, he decided upon a basketball scholarship to St. Francis College. After three semesters, he
transferred tojoh n Carroll, and has put together one of the
most storied ath letic careers in recentjCU history
"Football played a part lin transferring], along with the
academic aspect," said Fletcher, a sociology major. "All
those, with the proximity of being15 minutes from where
l grew up, were key factors in my decision."
As impressive as his athletic feats are, they pale in comparison to what he has struggled through off the field.
Growing up in the Cleveland inner city, Fletcher has experienced his share of trials, and feels he is a better person for
it. He has seen crime, tragedy, and even death among his
family members. His mother currently battles a drug
addiction.
Fletcher has been a role model for his family, and serves
as an inspiration to all those with odds stacked against
them. "With the perseverance to overcome the things that
he has, he IS always striving to obtain higher things," said
Storey. "You look back at his career throughout, he's come
a long way."
Fletcher is hoping his career can lead to the pinnacle of
achievement, namely the National Football Leag1.1e. The
pros are mdeed a reality for the 6-foot, 235-pounder with a
4.4 time in the 40-yard dash. Although Division Ill players
do not normally attract much NFL attention, a scout representing 11 teams has visited JCU and will probably be in
attendance when the Streaks host Baldwin-Wallace this
Saturday.
"People always told me what l was capable of doing
down the road, but Ididn'treallysee it," said Fletcher. "Now,
with each game, each practice, I feel like l'm getting better.
l feel like I've only scratched the surface, as far as my
potential goes. A couple years down the line, I think lean
develop into one of the better football players in the nation."
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Shannon
Sulliuan
Call Shannon Sullivan a psychic.
Prior to her junior season, part of her
answer to the question on the john Carroll
University athlete information sheet asking her to describe her athletic career up to
that point was," ow going to break records''
Two seasons Ia te r, she finished her career
as the the holder of four women's soccer
school records, and in second place of two
Balancingacademics,ath leticsandother
C\tracurricular activ ities is a difficult task
l.. r any college srudent. To do it well is quite
an accomplishment. But to say Gram Mast
l1as done it well is a gross understatement.
Overall , it's been an impressivethree plus
)O.:J rs at Ca rrol l fo r Mas t. Athleticall y, Mast,

has also been named to the Dean's List every
semester. Hisproudestaccomplishmem was
being nominated fortheGTEAcademicAIIAmerican honor, he said.
Mast, a business log1stics and management double major. has also placed first in a
national co mpeunon wtth his Log,isitics
-~~~~c.the~~:~..l.IOii~~"'--•
am an
t ·
a four-year letterwinner. He was a so an in a wi e variety o c u san commun tiy
<tli -OAC first team selection following his service projects.
"I am a goal-setting person," Mast said.
"orhomore and junior seasons He should
Reflecting on his Blue Streak soccer caalso at least merit second team honors this
year when it is announced Tuesday.
reer, Mast said, ~l almost wish l could stay a
Few, however, can boast of being aca- couple more years. We have a really great
,lemic all-conference whilealsoall-confer- team with a lot of potential."
Mast is now considering "an awesome
, nceathletic~llylikeMast. Hewasanacademic all-OAC honoree in l996and an hon- position" with General Elecrric Lighting.
orable mention to the team in 1995. Mast GE'sdistribution and management program

Lori
Hammer
The 1997 John Carroll University volleyball season was a challenging one for Lori Hammer in
more ways than one.
For the first time since 1990,
and also in Hammer's Blue Streak
career, the squad failed to qualify
for the Ohio Athletic Conference
postseason tournament. Hammer
also had to deal with being the
lone senior on this year's team.
"It was difficult not having anyone to share my last moments
with .... My last game ... My last
morning practice," said Hammer,
who served as a co-captain this
season.
Hammer was named to the
1997 all-QAC second team Sunday, becoming the onlyJCU player
to receive all-conference honors.
It was the first time in her career
she earned the honor.
She will also graduate as the
school's all-time leader in games
played with 447. She also stands
second on the school'sall-timedigs
list
But despite the combination of
successes and frustrations, Hammer, a marketing major, said participating in collegiate athletics
has definitely been good prepara-
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Elizabeth
Chambers
l}t theoutsetof herfreshman year, Elizabeth Chambers wasapprehensi ve about the
prospect of a collegiate soccer career. And
who could blame her?
For four years she's had a rigorous class
schedule and has been involved ina variety
of community service projects while playing soccer. Moreover, she questioned her
tion for entering the real world.
She plans to take the lessons that
she has learned through the john
Carroll volleyball program with
her into the next stage of her life.
She aspires to enter the banking
industry's management training
program in either Cleveland or
Columbus
She admitted to having learned
many different things in her four
years because each team has had
its own unique qualit ies.
"Just because the season's over
doesn't mean that I will put the
experience behind me,"sa1d Hammer, who has prepared herself well
by interning on the trading floor
at Key Bank.

Jeff llunkcle described his athletic car..:n at john Carroll University as "up and
down." In the near future , the only thing
llunkele wants is to go up and come back
down is an airplane bound for Germany.
Hunkele, a captain of this year's men's
soccer team , was the team's rookie of the
year in 1994 as he played in and started all

London Fletcher and
Marh DiDonato profiles
by Mark Boleky
All others by
Rona Proudfoot

20 games played by the Blue Streaks. JCU
narrowly missed qualifying for the NCAA
Division lll tournament his sophomore year,
as he continued a nearly unmatchable feat,
having started all but one of the games he
was able to play in.
A dislocated kneecap suffered prior to
the start of his junior year, however, forced
him to sit out five games of 1996 season.
Hunkele's determination won out, though.
Physical therapy and a specialized workout
program enabled him to return during his
senior year to the form he displayed prior to
the injury.
Looking back on his four years, Hunkele
expresses satisfaction with his choice of
john Carroll. "l enjoyed playing for a winning team ," said Hunkele, who finished his
career havmg started 55 of the 56 games he

other categories. Nowadays, she's descri bing her athletic career atJCU as fantasttc .
Sullivan credits her succe sin to simply
being in the right place at the right time.
"I'm not good," she said . "I 'm just! ucky
"Soccer has been very good to me," she
added "lt has opened many doors, and 1
on I y hope that I have been able to take advantage of all of them."
Th is positive altitude may come as a brt
of a surprise, considering that just one year
ago Sullivan wascontcmplating leaving tbe
sport which brought hertojCUin the first
place. She called her junior year "a difficult
transition period·
•At that moment in time I had to make a
lot of decisions. I needed to find out where
I was going with my major. Soccer seemed
like a job, and lfelt that l needed to focus on

other things."
he entered the season with what she
called a "salty" attitude, a bit unsure of her
future m the program Preseason, however,
proved to be a turning point. "I had so much
fun m preseason," she said. "The new people
were great, we had a great new oach, and
the team had a very posrtive am tude.
"A number of 1mponant people in my
life would not let me forget how much I
loved soccer. They wouldn't let me give it
up that easily.'
Although Shannon was not able to atLain one of her big goals-an OACchampionship banner he hopes to be remem bered as a member of the class wh1ch got
the ball rolling for thejCU soccer progre~m
"I would like to think that I paved the
way," Sullivan smd.

-- - - - -- --------

would allow him to travel extensively over
the next two years.
While noting that his high school expe
nences prepared him for the rigors of college life, Mast credits God with being most
instrumental in his success atjCU.
"1 \a,mg 1 lim at t he cemcr of my life
need."

Grant
Mast

own abilities.
"I didn't think that 1 would be able to
play coming in," confessed Chambers.
But those fears were quickly quashed as
she gamed rookie oft he year honors in 1994.
This year's team captain feels her best
year was also her last.
"It was frustrating having to adjust each
year to a new coach," said Chambers," but
lfirst-yearcoach Tracy] Blasius helped build
our confidence It his year]. lt was definitely
the best season in all of the years since I've
been here."
Throughout her college career, she continually worked to improve her game while
becoming heavily involved in other areas
on campus. Chambers credits soccer for
being helpful in budgeting time.
played in. "It was great to know that we
were always on top."
Now back to that airplane. After graduation, Hunkele hopes to use his finance
majortogaina position with a mutual fund
company. Additionally, he aspires to utilize his German mmor by traveling to Germany and other European countries.

Jeff
Hunl<ele

And does she need to. She's a member of
the Honors Program, carrying a 3.8 grade
point average.
She is also secretary of the Finance Association, a member of three honor societies, including a Business one. Off of campus,she 1s a participant in numerous community service projects.
The highlight of her career appropriately combined academics and athletics
when she was named a GTE Academic AllAmerican following the 1996 season.
Followinggraduation, Chambers, a business major, plans to enter graduate school
and pursue her master's degree. Her extended plans include owning and running
her own business, and eventually coaching
someday
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Men's soccer comes
up one goal short
Mike Scott
"We were worried about lookmg ahead to
Sports Reporter
Otterbet n, but !think tha t we kept our heads
Fort he second consecutive yea r, and the in th e gam e most of the time."
fourth ume in the past ~ 1x years, the John
Wu h the viCtory, jCU head coach AIi
Car roll Umversuy was the runner up at Kazemaini tied former headcoachTim Baab
the Ohio Athle tic Con ference rostseason for most career victories. In just si x seasons,
men 's soccer wu rna men t.
Kaze ma in1has a massed a record of 77-31-7.
The Blue Streaks fe ll to Ou erbein, 2-l ,
The Strea ks finished the season with an
Saturday in Weste rvill e, Ohio. It was t he overall record of 12-6-1 and a n 8-0 -1 record
second tim e th tsseasonJCUfaced Otterbei n, in th e Ohto Athletic Conference. Se nior
havi ng gamed a t ie on Oc to ber II.
goalkeeper Grant Mast, who started every
J unior fo rward Dav id Bartulovtc scored game but two, ended the season with a 0.94
th e Streak 's lonegoal of the ga me. htsetg hth go;1ls against average, good fo r second in
of the season . l-Ie led the tea m wi th eight th e OAC
goals a nd six assists on the season for a
"!thi nk that we played up to the expectateam-leading 22 pomts
tions that we set for ourselves," sa id j CU
"We"re d isa ppom ted that we lost," sopho- assrstan t coach Robert Straub abo ut the
moreje b Sc h m m sa id. "Their defense just 1997 campaign. "Whi le wedidn'treac h our
seemed to st ifle us a t the end We really ult imate goal, we definitely had a successwanted to beat them But overall I think ful season ."
that we'ret h rdled to finishth e way wcd id "
Soph omo re Tom Franzinge r ag reed . "I
To reach rh e champ1o nsh 1p ga me, the 1hin k th at we played rea II y wellth isseaso n.
treaks first had wdefea t thi rdseed Marietta Nobod y had really h igh expectations for
oll ege. junior forwa rd Gregor Mart in
us, bur t he guys on the ream knew that we
scored the game's only goa l, his fourth of had a great squad. I t h mk that for th e
the season , as the St reaks defeated the Pio -younger players th is will be a great b uildnee rs, l-0.
ing block for next year. Finishi ng u nde"1tht nk that we played reall y well against feated in the conference is o ne accom plishMar ieu a," said sopho more Dave LaRusse. ment tha t should not be ta ken lightly."

ASSIStant Sports Editor
Alth oug h the playof fs offictally beg1n next week,Saturday's
game against Baldwin-Wallaceat
ho me will certainly have that sort
of atmosphere for thejohn Carroll
University football team.
hr
, 11
u
must wrn to s tay ahve.
At7-l m theOhio AthlelicConferenceand 8-1 overalljCUstands
at No.3 in the NCAA Divrsion Ill
Coaches North Region poll, with
the top four teams advancing to
the playoff . A loss to BW, though,
would leavetheStreakswith little
more than a handshake and some
departing word s.
"Reall y, our playoffs start this
week ," said head coac h Tony
DeCarlo. "It's like a playoff wild
ca rd ga me for us, be au e if we
wm, we move to the next ro und.
"If we lose, we're out of rhe run ning. Tha t's th e way we're approac hing it."

DeCarlo reiterated that they
have looked at every week like that ,
especially those of late. This past
Saturd ay at Hira m, Carroll made
sure nothing held back its chances
its fi rst playoff berth since 1989,
and crushed the Terriers, 54-14.
Hiram continued to give JCU
opport un ities to pass, and jun ior
quarterbac k Nic k Caserio took
advantage of them ... all day.
Caserio completed 17 -of- 22
passes for a season-high 331 yards
and five touchdowns, tying his
own school individual record .
Along with se nior Ryan
Cavanaugh,1 he pair combined for
411 yards and seven touchdowns,
bothjCU single-game records.
With the passing game excelling, running the ball became of
little consequence, as the Streaks
only netted 48 yards rushing.
"We like to have more balance,
but when they give you things,
yo u o bviously go to it ," sa id
DeCa rlo." At some pornts, they had

play for jCU this season.
"The play was an arrow and out ,
which has me go three yards to
the sidelines, and t hen cut up
field," said Kol tz. "Nick threw it
about 40 yards, and I just had to
leg it out. The defense was playing
man-to-man, and the guy bit on
the out, wh ich left m e preu yope n."
The JCU defense kept Hiram
scoreless for the first three quarters and sacked the quarterback
six times. Doug Moore registered
six tackles and a sack, giving him
a team-leading 7.0 sacks this year.
When the team returned from
Hiram , they were immediately
informed that BW had been
beaten by Ohio Northern, 3l-l7.
DeCarlo feels this will not
change the game much, since BW
will still be looking to knock off
its crosstown foe. "lt's a rivalry
game," said DeCarlo, "and if they
can spoil your season-ending setting, that makes or breaks their
season.'
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QUICK KICKS - So pho more Adrian jones had
a ca ree r-high six rack les, includ ing t wo for losses,
against Hiram . . .. juniors Craig Norbutt and
Brian Reddington caught the first touchdown
passes of their careers Saturday .. . . Center Pat
Heenan was named the Cleveland Touchdown
Clu b's player of the week. . . . Sen ior Ryan
Cavanaugh has comple ted 73.9 percent of his
passes on the season . . . . JCU is ranked eighth in
this week's Football Gazette nat ional poll. ... jCU
has o ut scored its oppon ents 177-41 in the second
and third quarters of ga me's this yea r.

Freshman Mark Stich sends the ball up field in Saturday's OAC Championship
game at Otterbe in. JCU fell to Otterbein, 2-1. Stich was one of a number of
freshman to get significant playing time in the Streaks'12-6-1 season.

eight or nine people up in the box.
They way they were playing in the
se condary, {our receiversl were
wide open."
Throughout the game, the ball
was spread in the air to numerous
Carroll offensive players, as twelve
different Streaks caught passes.
Jun ior wide rcceiverjoh n Pries tap
had four catches for 58 yards, including two touchdown receptions in the second quarter. His
14-yard scoring catch from
Caserio with 0:46 seconds left in
the first half gaveJCU a 35-0 lead
entering half-time.
The tight ends were also popular targets for the Carroll quarterbacks. Senior Dave Fitz grabbed a
career-high three balls for 56
yards, and sophomore Tom Koltz
cont inued to establish his starting
spot for the Streaks. One of the
fastest players on the team, Koltz
had two deep touchdown catches
of 35 and 78 yards. The latter was
the longest passing and scoring

TUDIE

s

RECORD SETTERS- The j CU footba ll tea m
St"t a new record fo r to uc hdow n pa ses in a single
sea on (26) a nd tied t he tea m record for passing
first downs tn a single game w it h 2 0 in Sa turday's
vtctory over Hira m .... Se n ior London Fletcher
needs seve n more tack les to break Dave Rastoka's
school reco rd o f 167 tackles in a single seaso n. He
has also led the tea m in tac klesa\1 nine games this
year. ... Sopho more David Ziegler needs 101 more
punt return yards 10 break the Divisi on Ill single
seaso n mark.

D-E-F-E-N-S-E - The JCU defen se is the second-ranked scoring, rus h ing a nd overall defense
in the conferen ce. It is also third aga inst the pass.

Football playoff hopes rest on BW game Streaks seek
Mark Boleky

SPORTS
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SPECIAL FOR A REASON - The jCU special
te ams rank first in the conferen ce in net punting
and punt returns and second in kickoff retu r ns.

12th man
Sports Editor
The John Carroll University
football program is looking for a
linle help from its friends during
Saturday's game with crosstown
rival Bald win-Wallaceat Wasmer
Field.
In what is being dubbed the
first 12th man contest, sponsored
by theJCUStudent Union and the
Alumni Blue Streak football players, the Blue Streaks are asking for
some serious school spirit.
There is some incentive, in
more ways than one. Cash prizes
of $100 and $250 are being offered
to the individual and group or organization, respectively, who exhibit and generate the most spir it
this week_
Oh,and thefootball team could
earn an NCAA Division Ill playoff
bid with a victory over the Yellow
jackets.
The annual game betweenjCU
and BW is called the Cuyahoga
Gold Bowl.
BW leads .the
Cuyahoga Gold Bowl series, 5-3,
butJCU won last year's game, 3733, at George Finnie Stadium in
Berea . Nick Caserio hit john
Priestap with a 19-yard touchdown pass with 1:43 remaining in
the game to win that game.
ln fact, the home team has not
won since 1992 when BW tri umphed, 27-17. JCU has also
beaten BW only once at Wasmer
Field since 1989, doing so in 1990.
History also shows that fan
support may be crucical as five of
the eight Cuyahoga Gold Bowl
games have been decided by 10
points or less.
"We know what we have to do,"
saidJCU tight end Tom Koltz. "We
have the opponunit y to make the
playoffs, the first time that's possible for all of us. We know we go
if we win. We have to get the pb
done."
Tickets can be purchased in
person at the JCU ticket office
through tomorrow between noon
and 4 p.m . Contactjohn DiCillo
ar (216) 397-4493 for more information .
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FrehsmanjoshSchneider tops the OACave ragi ng
433 yards per p u nt and Ziegler is averaging 20.3
yards pe r punt return.
POSTSEASON HONOR - Senior voll eyba ll
player Lori Ha mmer was named_ro the 1997 AllOAC second team, annou nced by r he OAC offrce
Sunday. It is t he first ti me she has been na med to
a n A ll -OAC tea m,and she was the only Blue Streak
w earn all-conference honors th is season
STELLAR SEASON - Senio r goa lie Grant Mast
record ed his sixth shutout of the season in las t
Wednesday's l -0 victory over Marietta. Mas t comb ined with freshman Tom Rennie to post eight
shutouts on the season .
SPEAKING OF KEEPERS -JCU women's team
had goa lies Maura Gatto and Samantha Sommer
both finish among the top five in the OAC in the
goals against average category.
FINAL RUN - The men's and women's cross
country tea ms will competeSaturdayatthe NCAA
Division Ill Great Lakes Regional Mee t hosted by
Rose-Hulman Institu te of Technology in Terre
Haute, Ind. The top two men's and women's teams
as well as the top three individuals from no nqualifying teams will earn a berth in the NCAA
Division Ill Championship Meet.

BRIAN MURPHY

Hahlen, Kerr pace wrestlers

Brian Murphy

Bob McCarthy

9

Sports Reporte=r "'--- - - - - - - - Coming off last year's sue ess-

Virginia Ope n, which featu red a
d ozen teams com peti ng in a oned ay tournament.

first action back," sa id j CU ass istam coach Ant hon y Pariano.
RegisLering another solid per

versity wrestl ing te am is looking
reload its ta le nt and make an other run for the Ohio Athletic
Conference championship.
j ohn Carroll wrestl ing has a
history of reloading rather than
rebuilding," saidjCU head coach
Kerry Volk mann.
This process began Saturd ay as
a select grou p of wrestlers trave led to West Virginia for the West

returningjuniors Ben Hahlen and
Jus tin Kerr. Hahlen, who wrestled
last season in the 126- pound
weight class, moved up to 134
pounds and experienced success
in the tournament. After dro pp ing his opening ma tch, Hahlen
went on to capture his next five
matches, finish ing 5-J on the day.
"Ben got bigger during the bffseason, and wrestled well in his

All-American Justin Kerr. Kerr
also jumped weight classes, moving up to 177 pound s this season
after wrestling last season at 167
classes. Kerrwasvictoriousinfour
of his five matches, including a 30 shutout of Slippery Rock's
Shaftlon e Dunklin , who was
ranked 18th in Division I by a preseason Wrestling USA poll.
Impressive outings were also
turned in byseveralother Streaks,
including seniors Chris Roman,
Nate Samblanet and Grant
Varnum , and juniors Danny
Helton and Jimmy Ayers.
"This match showed us where
we stand early in the season~· said
Pariano. "Wesawsomegoodtechnique out there, but we also saw
some things that need to be focused on in practice."
This practice time will also be
used to evaluate a freshmen core,
which has shown some promise.
"Right now, we have about six or
seven freshmen who have shown
not only good technique, bu t also
dedication," Pariano sa id "ltts not
easy for a freshmen to ga in a staning spot, but it is _possible."

Youth lead wonten
to victory

Kristen Stlh
- - - - - - - -- - ming this fas t. Hopefull y I'll be
Sports Repor ter
abk to break the record by the end
T he John Ca rroll Um vers u y of the season"
wome n's swi mming tea m picked
j CU head coac h Matt Len hart
up rightw hcre itleftoffla t yearsa 1d, "1 was ver y pleased with her
with a victory
perform ance, especia lly since she
The Blue Strea ks, who com - had just warn the200 IM 20m mpleted last season by winning the utes ea rlier. We know tha t she has
con fere nce
cha m p1onsh 1ps, that k ind of talent , and I wouldn't
opened t he 1997 98 ca m paign besu rpnsed if s he broke the record
wi th a 112-92 victory over Wash- w rthm a week or two."
ington and j efferso n Coll ege.
hergerand Rosplock reamed
The quartet of sophomore h- With senior Kara Newmeyer and
an non Mur phy and fre;, hmen KC. fresh man Anne Learned teamed
Ra mbase k, Stephanie Rosplock u p to win the final race of the
a nd Carrie cherger led the Blue night, the 400 Free Relay, wnh a
Strea ks to a victory in the 400· time of 3:35.54.
yard Medl ey with a time of 4:19 18.
"We co m peted p re tt y well ,"
Eac h of the fo ur also won one Lenha rt satd "I thought we were
herindiv1dualrace. Murphywon on ta rget ac ross the boa rd. Our
the 100 Free in 57.5 0 and wom e n's ream has n't beaten
Rambasek the 200 Breas t in Washmgton and jefferson in two
2.39.03. Rosplock took first 111 r he years."
200 Fly in 2:23.71, and Scherger
The women next compete at
won the 200 Free with a time of the Allegheny lnvitationa ltemor20l93.
- row and aturday. The meet will
Th e effort by Rosplock fel l just
tan at 5:00p.m n Fnday after2.01 second s sho rt of the school noon and 10 00 a.m. n Sa turd y
record in th e 200 Fly, c urrently mor nmg
he ld byCarrieG ree nplate, who set
This will a lso mark the dr vmg
it in 1996.
team 's first competitio n of reh
"It's really exciting," Rosplock campa1gn, >lnce W&:j does not
sa id. "I didn 't expect robe swrm - car ry a d iving team.
----------------------~

Men struggle while
Merchant stars
Several regulars missing at W&]

~~~~~~~~~~~-~--~~Mu~~~~~~~;-~~~~~~~~ww~~~~~~~~;;------~~
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Junior, Football
Threw for a seasonhigh 331 yards on 17of-22 passing in only
34 minutes of play at
Hiram on Saturday. His
five touchdown passes
tied his own individual
school record.

Assistant Sports Editor
Some younger swimmers got
to show themselves for the john
Carroll University men's swim ming team last Friday at Wash ingten &jefferson.
Coach Matt Lenhart was glad
for the opportunity to see th e
newer people However, he had
realized he was probably sacrificing a win , as the Pres1dents hand ily defeatedJCU.
"I saw some things I liked from
theyoungkids. Mostofthemimproved upon theirtimes last week
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
RelayMeet,"saidLenhart. "I knew
it was going to be tough to win,
but this being a dual meet, I
wanted to have some more people
back for the {Alleghenyllnvitationa) coming up." The Streaks plan to buckle
down with a more regular rotation next semester, when the older
swimmers may have more availability. "We have a lotof guys with
outside commitments who are
carrying a pretty heavy load this
se mester," sa id Lenhart.
The two races Ca rroll won at

Was part of a winning
medley

in

JCU's 106-80 win over

Ita[ian coof;jng witfi our own
family tratfitions

the individual 200 Fly

'lJaj{!f""'"" Juturinff ~ppetiurs, Soups, & Sai4/.s, Panitu Sonlfwi<h<s, 'Burp>, SptdtU"f
S#ruiwi<h<s, p..,u., 'I'Ir=, & 'Many 'lrrJil;i4114l :r•vvriUs ••"CIW#roifd SruWtk.<
.!To{! Out.!'.vof"ltl6u-

with a time of 2:23.71,

QPEN FOR Ll.N:H Nl:J Dti'HR
MON.-Tl-UlS. 11:30am-10:00pm

just 2.01 seconds off

Fri.11:30am-11:00pm • Sat. 4:00pm-11:00pm
Cocktail
open 'til 2:30am • Closed

the school record.

Merchant, who n s
trst rn e
200 Free in 152.25 and the 500
Free 111 'i:04 9~ 1 he performance
of Merchant came as a bnghtspot
in the day for JCU and probably
secured him a solid starnng spot.
"l was just hoping to swim my
best out there," said Merchant.
"With this being the firs t [dual!
meet, I was trymg to go out and
he! p the team."
Merchant was one who
thought there was not a lack of
effort in Friday's meet. "I think it
had the same feeling as any other
time," said Merchant. "Actually,
we might have worked a little
harder because we knew there
were a lot of people missing."
Lenhart compares Merchant to
former Streak Jeff Juergens, an
OACchampioninthe200and500
Free. 'l defmitely see him to be
where Jeff was at this time," said
Lenhart. "J.P.'s right there, and 1
think he has the potential to be
even better."
JCU competes in the Allegheny Invitational this weekend .
The men finished fourth of four
teams at the event last year.

In next week's
Carroll News...

Stephanie Rosplock
Freshman, Swimming
400-yard

-

Look for
previews of
the Blue Streak
men's and
women's
basketball
teams

•

•
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Men's soccer comes
up one goal short
Mike Scott
"We were worried about looking ahead to
Sports Reporter
Q[[erbei n, but Ithin k that we kept our heads
For the second consecutive year. and the m the ga me most of the Lime."
fourth time 111 the past ~1x years, the john
With th e victory, jCU head coach Ali
Carroll University was the runner-up at Kazemaini ued former head coach Tim Baab
the Oh 10 Ath leuc Conference postseason for most career victories. In just six seasons,
men 's soccer tournament.
Kazemaini has amassed a record of 77-31 -7.
The Blue Streaks fell to Ouerbein, 2-1,
The Streaks finished the season with an
Saturday m Westerville, Oh10. It was the overall record of 12-6-1 and an 8-0-1 record
second time thisseasonjCU faced Otterbein, m the Ohio Athletic Conference. Senior
havmg gained a ue on October II.
goalkeeper Grant Mast, who starred every
Junior forward Dav1d Bartulovic scored game but two, ended the season with a 0.94
the Streak's lone goal of the game. hise1ghth goals against average, good for second in
of the season. He led the team with eight the OAC.
goals and six assists on the season for a
"I thmkthatweplayed uptotheexpectateam-leadmg 22 points
tions that we set for ourselves," said JC U
"We'redisappotnted that we lost," sopho- assista nt coach Robert Straub about the
more jeb Schmm said. "Thetr defense just 1997 campaign. "While we didn't reach our
seemed ro sufle us at the end We really ultimate goa l, we definitely had a successwanted to beat them But ove rall J think ful season"
that we're thri !led to finish the way we did ."
Sophomore Tom Franzinger agreed. "I
To reach the champ1onsh1p game, the think that we played really well thi s season
Streaks first had to defeat th1rdseed Manella Nobody had rea ll y high expecta tions for
College jumor forward Gregor Martin us, bur th e guys on the team knew that we
scored the game's only goal, h1s fourth of had a great sq uad. I think that for the
the season, as the Streaks defeated the PIO- ·younger players this will be a great build neers, 1-0.
ing bloc k for next year. Finishing und e"I thmk that we played really well against
feated m the conference is one accomplishMarie tta," said sophomore Dave LaRusse. ment that should not be taken lightly."

Jen~re.y

Freshman Mark Stich sends the ball up field in Saturday's OAC Championship
game at Otterbein. JCU fell to Otterbein, 2-1. Stich was one of a number of
freshman to get significant playing time in the Streaks'12-6-1 season.

DeCarlo reiterated that they eight or nine people up in the box.
have lookedateveryweek like that , They way they were playing in the
especial! y those of late. This past seco ndary, [our receivers! were
Sa turday at Hiram, Carroll made wide open."
Throughout the game, the ball
sure nothing held backitschances
its first playoff berth since 1989, was spread in the air to numerous
and crus hed the Terriers, 54-14.
Car roll offensive players, as twelve
Hiram continued to give JCU different Streaks caught passes.
opportunities ro pass, and junior Junior wide rccci verjoh n Priesta p
quarterback Nick Caserio took had four catches for 58 yards, inadvantage of them ... all day.
cluding two touchdown recepCaserio co mpl eted 17-of-22 tions in the second quarter His
passes for a season-high 331yards 14-yard scoring catch from
and fi ve touchdowns, tying his Caseno with 0:46 seconds left in
ow n sc hool ind ividual record . the first half gave JCU a 35-0 lead
Along with sen ior Ryan entering half-time.
Cavanaugh, the paircombined for
The tight ends were also popu411 yards and seven touchdowns, lar targets fort he Carroll quarterboth JCU single-game records.
backs. Senior Dave Fitz grabbed a
With the passing game excel- ca ree r- high three balls for 56
ling, running the ball became of yards, and sophomore Tom Koltz
little consequence, as the Streaks continued to establish hisstarting
on ly netted 48 yards rushing.
spot for the Streaks. One of the
"We hke to have more balance, fastest players on the team, Koltz
but when they give you things, had two deep touchdown catches
you obviously go to it," sa id of 35 and 78 yards. The latter was
DeCarlo." At some points, they had the longest passing and scoring

play for JCU thi s season.
"T heplaywasanarrow andout,
which has me go three yards to
the sidelines, and then cu t up
field," said Koltz. "Nick threw it
about 40 yards, and I just had to
leg it out. The defense was playing
man-to-man, and the guy bit on
the ou t, which left m e prctt yo pen."
The JCU defense kept Hiram
scoreless for the first three quarters and sacked the quarterback
six times. Doug Moore registered
six ta ckles and a sack, giving him
a team-leading 7.0 sacks this year.
When the team returned from
Hiram. they were immedi ately
informed that BW had been
beaten by Ohio Northern, 31-17.
DeCarlo feels this will not
change the game much, since BW
will sti ll be looking to knock off
its crosstown foe . "It's a rivalry
game," said DeCarlo, "and if they
can spoil your season-ending setting, that makes or breaks their
season."
_......~
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RECORD SETTERS - The JCU football team
set a new record for wuchdown passes in a single
season (26) and r1ed the team record for passing
ftrst downs in asinglegame with 20 in Saturday's
v1ctory over Hiram .... Senior London Fletcher
needs seven more tackles to break Dave Rastoka's
school record of 167 tackles in a s1 ngle season. He
has also led th e team in tack lesall nine games this
year.... Sophomore David Ziegler needs 101 more
pum reLUrn yards to break the Division lll single
season mark.

Football playoff hopes rest on BW game Streaks seek
Mark Boleky
ASSIStant Sports EditOr
Although the playoffs officially begm next week,Saturday's
game against Baldwm-Wallaceat
home will certain] y have that son
of atmosphere for the jo hn Carroll
University football team.
m h r
,tn u
mus1 wm tosraya!J vc
At 7-1in theOh10Ath leucCon·
fere nee and 8-1overall,JCU stands
at No.3 m the NCAA Division Ill
Coac hes North Region poll, with
the top four teams advanc1ng to
the playoffs. A loss to BW, though,
would leave the Streaks wn h lillie
more than a handshake and some
departing words
"Reall y, our playoffs start th is
week," sa id head coac h Tony
DeCarlo. "It's like a playoff wild
ca rd game for us. because if we
win, we move to the next round.
"If we lo:,e, wc'reoutof the run ntng. That's the way we're approachmg it''
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12th man
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
The John Carroll University
football program is looking for a
little help from its friends during
Satu rday's game with crosstown
rival Baldwin-Wallace at Wasmer
Field.
ln what is being dubbed the
first 12th man contest, sponsored
by the jCU Student Union and the
Alumni Blue Streak football players, the Blue Streaks are asking for
some serious school spirit.
There is some incen tive, in
more ways than one. Cash prizes
of $100 and $250are being offered
to the individual and group or organization, respectively, who exhibit and generate the most spirit
this week.
Oh ,and th e football team could
earn an NCAA Division III playoff
bid with a victory over the Yellow
jackets.
The annual game betweenjCU
and BW is called the Cuyahoga
Gold Bowl. BW leads .t he
Cuyahoga Gold Bowl series. 5-3,
butJCU won last yea r's ga me, 3733, at George Finnie Stadium in
Berea. Nick Caserio hit john
Priestap with a 19-yard touchdown pass with 1:43 rema ining in
the game to win that game.
In fact, the home team has not
won since 1992 when BW triumphed , 27-17. j CU ha s also
beaten BW only once at Wasmer
Field since 1989, doi ng so in 1990.
History also shows that fan
support may be crucical as five of
the eight Cuyahoga Gold Bowl
games have been decided by 10
points or less.
'We know what we have to do,"
saidjCU tight end Tom Koltz. 'We
have the opportunity to make the
playoffs, the first time that's possible for all of us. We know we go
if we win. We have to get the job
done.'
Tickets can be purchased in
person at the JCU ncket office
through tomorrow between noon
and 4 p.m. Contact john DiCillo
at (216) 397-4493 for more information.

QUICK KICKS - Sophomore Adrian jones had
a career-high six tackles, including two for losses,
against Hiram .... juniors Craig Norbutt and
Brian Reddington caught the fi rst touchdown
passes of their ca reers Saturday ... . Center Pat
Heenan was named the Cleveland Touchdown
Club's player of the week. . . Senior Ryan
Cavanaugh has completed 73.9 percent of his
passes on the season ... jCU is ranked eighth in
this week 's Football Gazette national poll .... JCU
has outscored its opponents 177-41 in the second
and third quarters of game's this year.
D-E·F-E·N-S-E - The JCU defense 1s the second-ranked scoring, rushing and overall defense
in the conference. It is also third against the pass.
SPECIAL FOR A REASON - The JCU specia l
teams rank first in the conference in net punting
and punt returns and second in kickoff returns.

1

s

Frehsmanjosh Schneider tops the OAC averagmg
43.3 yards per punt and Ziegler IS averagu1g 20.3
yards per punt return.
POSTSEASON HONOR - Senior volleyball
player Lon Hammer was named to the 1997 AllOAC second team, announced by th e OAC office
Sunday. It is the first time she has been named to
an All·OAC team,andshe was the only Blue Streak
to earn all-conference honors th1s season
STELLAR SEASON - Senior goa lie Grant Mast
recorded his sixt h shutout of the season m last
Wednesday's 1-0 victory over Marietta. Mast combined with fres hman Tom Rennie to post eight
shutouts on the season.
SPEAKING OF KEEPERS -JCU women's team
had goalies Maura Gatto and Samantha Sommer
both finish among the top five in the OAC in the
goals against average category.
FINAL RUN - The men's and women's cross
country teams will competeSaturdayat the NCAA
Division 111 Great Lakes Regional Meet hosted by
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology in Terre
Haute, Ind. The top two men's and women's teams
as well as the top three individuals from nonqualifying teams will earn a berth in the NCAA
Division Ill Championshi p Meet.

Youth lead wonten
to victory

Kristen Stlh
Sports Reporter
The john arroll Umversity
women's swimmmg team p1cked
upright where it Jeftoffla tyearwnh a victory
The Blue Streaks, who completed last season by wmnrng the
conference
cham p1onships,
opened the 1997 98 campaign
with a ll 2-92 victory over Washington and jefferson College.
The quartet of ophomore hannon Murphy and freshmen K.
Rambasek. Stepha nie Ro plo k
and Carrie cherger led the Blue
Streaks to a victory 111 rhe 400yard Medley with a time of 4:19.18.
Each of the four also won one
her individual race. Murphy won
the 100 Free in 57 .50 and
Rambasek the 200 Breas1 in
239.03. Rosplock took first in the
200 Fly m 2:23.71, and herger
won the 200 Free with a time of
2:01.93
The effort by Rosplock fell just
2.01 second hort or the school
record in the 200 Fly, currently
held byCarrreGreenplatc, whoset
it in 19%.
"It's really exciting," Ro plock
said . "I didn't expect to be swtm-

ming thts fast. Hopefully I'll be
able to break the record by the end
of the season •
JCU head coach Matt Lenhart
said, "l was very pleased with her
performance, especially srnce she
had just swam the200 1M 20 min·
utes earher. We know that she has
that kind of talent, and I wouldn't
besurprtsedif she broke the record
wHh111 a week or two."
herger and Rosplock teamed
wnh senior Kara Newmeyer and
freshman Anne Learned teamed
up to win the final race of the
night, the 400 Free Relay, wnh a
time of 3:35.54.
"We compe ted pretty well ,"
Lenhart said. "1thought we were
on target across the board. Our
women 's team hasn 't beaten
Washmgton and jefferson in two
years."
The women next ompete at
the Allegheny Invitational tomorrow and Saturday. The meet wHl
start at 5:00p.m. on Friday afternoon and 10 00 a.m. on aturday
morn mg.
This will also mark the divmg
team 's rirst competition or Leh
campa1gn , smce W&j does not
carry ad ivi ng team.

BRIAN MURPHY

Hahlen, Kerr pace wrestlers
Bob McCart"-h~y_______
Sports Reporter
oming off last year's success-

9

Vi rgin ia Open, which featured a
dozen teams co mpeting m a oneday tournament.

first action back," said j CU ass istant coac h Anthony Pari ano.
Regt; Le [ ng arlOther solid per

Men struggle while
Merchant stars
Several regulars missing at W&]
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versity wrestling team is looking
t0 reload it talent and make another run for the Ohio Athle tic
Confere nce championship.
"john Carroll wrestling has a
history of reload ing rat her than
rebuilding," saidjCU head coach
Kerry Volkmann.
Th is process began Satu rday as
;1 select group of wrestlers travcled to West Virginia for the West

returningjumorsBen Hahlen an d
justin Kerr. Hahlen, who wrestled
last season in the 126-pound
weight class, moved up to 134
pounds and experienced success
in the tournament. After dropping his opening match , Hah len
went on to capture his next five
matches, finishing 5-1 on the day.
"Ben got bigger dur ing the bffseason, and wrestled well in his

OF THE WEEK
Nick Caserio
Junior, Football
Threw for a seasonhigh 331 yards on 17of-22 passing in only
34 minutes of play at
Hiram on Saturday. His
five touchdown passes
tied his own individual
school record.

ANEW RESTAI.RANT WITH
OLD FAMIUAA NAME

Stephanie Rosplock
Freshman, Swimming
Was part of a winning
400-yard

medley

Merchant, who In! e rst n e
All-Amencan justin Kerr. Kerr Assistant Sports Editor
also jumped weight classes, movSome younger swimmers gor 200 Free in 15225 and the 500
ing up to 177 pounds this season to show themselves for the john f- ree ln 5:04 99.. 1 he performance
after wrestling last season at 167 Carroll Un iversity men's swim- of Merchant came as a bright spot
classes. Kerrwasvictoriousinfour ming team last Friday at Wash - in the day for jCU and probably
secured him a solid starting spot.
of hisfivematches,includinga3- ington&jefferson.
"I was just hoping to swim my
0 shutout of Slippery Rock's
Coach Matt Lenhart was glad
Shaf tl one Dunklin, who was for the opportunity to see the best out there," said Mercha nt
ranked 18th in Division I by a pre- newer people. However, he had "With this being the first [dual!
season Wrestling USA poll.
realized he was probablysacrific- meet, I was trying to go out and
Impressive outings were also ing a win, as the Presidents hand- help the team."
Merchant was one who
turned in by several other Streaks, ily defeatedjCU.
including seniors Chris Roman,
"!saw some things lliked from thought there was not a lack of
Nate Samblanet and Grant theyoungkids. Mostofthemim- efron in Friday's meet. "I think it
Varnum , and juniors Danny provedupontheirtimeslastweek had the same feeling as any other
at the Ohio Athletic Conference time," said Merchant. "Actually,
Helton and jimmy Ayers.
"This match showed us where Relay Meet," said Lenhart. "1 knew we might have worked a little
we stand early in the season," said it was going to be tough to win, harder because we knew there
Pariano. "Wesawsomegoodtech- but this being a dual meet, I were a lot of people missing.'
LenhartcomparesMerchant to
nique out there, but we also saw wanted to have some more people
some things that need to be fo- back for the [Alleghenyllnvita- former Streak Jeff Juergens, an
OACcham pion tn the 200and 500
cused on in practice."
tional coming up." The Streaks plan to buckle Free. 'I definitely see him to be
This practice time will also be
used to evaluate a rreshmen core, down with a more regular rota- where jeff was at this time," sa id
which has shown some promise. tion next semester, when the older Lenhart_ 'J.P.'s right there, and I
"Right now, we have about six or swimmers may have more avail- th ink he has the potential to be
seven fres hmen who have shown ability. "We have a lot of guys with even better.'
JCU competes in the Alleghnoton lygoodtechnique,butalso outside commitments who are
dedication," Pananosaid. "It is not carrying a pretty heavy load this eny Invi tational this weekend.
The men finished rourth of four
easy fo r a freshmen to gain a starr- semester," said Lenhart.
ingspot, but tt is possible"
The two races Carroll won at teams at the event last year.

in

JCU's 106-80 win over

J

q.~9Jf;;.~
Ita[ian coof(jng witfi our own
fami!!J traaitions

the individual 200 Fly

'iJoi/!1 menu fat"""!' !lpptiU:US, .)Dups, t!t' saUuts. 'Ptu~iniStuulwi<fus, ~"'B"'· Sptdafty
Son4widus, Pos14, 'P<Wl. & ManJJ'TrrulitUmal:fa110riJts411iCfuzr6rorfd Sp«laftlu
.IT~ Out awliJft

with a time of 2:23.71,
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just 2.01 seconds off

Fri.11:30arn-11:00pm • Sat. 4:00pm-11:00pm
Cocktail
'til 2:30am • Closed Sunday

W&J Friday. Also won

the school record.
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Student supports oncampus pub

Cross
your fingers
The students' cry for more activities on campus has been
heard loud and clear byjohn Carroll administrators, and it would
appear as though they are willing to helpsolvethedilemma. The
discussion of re-opening a campus pub is being mulled over, but
the student body is left wondering whether the topic will ever
make 1ts way out of the administration's "long-range" goals.
The idea of Carroll having an on-campus bar seems too good
to be true. Most students never thought that they would ever see
the day when something of this nature could come into being at
their universi ty. Well boys and gi rls, don't hold your breath yet,
beca use that day will mosr likely never come, even though there
are a number of reasons why it should.
The thought of an on-campus pub is not only appealing, but
needed as well. Recent incidents withjCU students and run-ins
with local police departments have become morefrequent. Due
to strictly enforced alcohol sanctions on campus, students now
find themselves wandering off cam pus in an effort to find so mething to do. Consequently, a common choice is a bar. But a bar
doesn't always have to be theanswer,and the creation of a pub on
campus has the possibility of offer ing students more than just a
drinking opportuni ty.
While the idea o£a bar tends to hold many negative connotations, it could also pose a source of entertainment for students.
An on-campus pub could eliminate the need for students to
venture away from Carroll by br ingingmany off-campus attractions onto the cam pus. One ca n on ly imagine the endless opportunities, such as bringing in loca l bands or student musicians,
insta lling big screen televisionsfor warchingsportingevents and
possibly creating a cafe-type atmosphere for socializing.
An on-cam pus pub would also provide more opJXlrtun ity for
students to work on-campus, and Carroll could also see a financial profit from such an establ ishment.
Even though the creation of an on-campus pub could realize
such tremendous opportunity for the students and the university, a feeli ng o£ hesitation linge rs in the air. The superfic ial
coati ng of the word "ba r• meaning "bad" may be hard to break.
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of entenainmenr on cam pus, and hopefully with a little push
from the studen t body, the dream of an on-campus pub could
become a reali ty.

The blind
leading the blind
By the time most students enter college, they are considered
adults capable of maki ng their own decisions and leading their
ow n li ves Yet, within the realm of the college atmosphere, many
students find themselves in a state of constant confusion as to
what they need to do to succeed inor even graduatefrom college.
To help alleviate some of this college confusion, students are put
under the direction of an adviser. But how often has a student
walked away from a meeting wuh their adviser even more confused than when they went in? Although students are in need of
someone to lead them down their educational pat h, many john
Carroll advisers are not capable of taking on this task.
Often,studentsare innocently mtsled byanadviser. W hether
it be a missed credit hour or an unfulfi lled division of core, many
studems find themselves frustrated over a minute detail that
they feel their adviser should have caught. Isn't the job of an
advtser to catch mistakes before they have a chance to become
rea 1problems [or students?
Studems also become annoyed with the constant wi ld goose
cha e they are sent on when their adviser doesn't know the
,mswer to a simple question. Running all over campus in an
auernpt to find out if certain credits Lrahsfer or merely declare
one's major does not make for a particular!y pleased student
Despite the frustration that some students feel with the inadequacy of their advismg, advisers should not be the one's left
taking the blame. Often, professors are simply thrown into the
role of adviser without any direction themselves. In conjunction
wtth havingtheirownconcerns with their jobs as professors and
the students wHhin the classroom, they also find themselves
havmg to deal with the college caree rs of students outside of
class as welL With many things going on at once, it is no wonder
that advisers find themselves at a loss in the advising arena.
While no one can be held responsible for the lack of efficiem
advising at Carroll, students still need to feel confident in making decisions concerning their future. The rrainingof professors
on what one mustdoasanadvtseror even the possible hiring of
separate ind1vid uals to guide students 1n decision making could
be easy solutions to what are often times difficult problems.
But in actuality, when students go in search for help with
picking classes, teachers and maJOrS, who should they run to?
Their advisors? No. Maybe try upperclassmen.
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HIT: Student involvement in Project F.O.C.U.S. miss: Our very
own Editor-i n-Chief being held responsible for promoting underage
drinking at a local party last Saturday night by Cleveland Heights
cops. Funny, that's not even where he was partying. miss: Hard
bagels for last Sunday's brunch. Those of us who look forward to
those soft Sunday bagels were highly disappointed. HIT: The new
signs on the quad that say "Keep Off the Grass." Wishful thinking!

Staff Commentary

Older doesn't
mean better
When Lwas younger, I couldn't wait for the day that I
would officially become an adult. The day that people
would automa tically give me a certa in amou nt of respect
because of my age and the wisdom
that went with growing up. The day
that 1would be able to make my own
decisions and do wha t I wanted to do
instead of what everyone else wanted
me to do. The day l could legally have
m y fi rst drink The day I turned 21.
Yesterday was my 21st birthday, and
le t's JUSt say that turning 21 isn't all its
cracked up to be.
CoUeen Leslie
I think my first question is, when
ENTERTA INMENT EDn'OR
did the little fa iry come and anoint me
an adult? I ask this because I sure don't feel like one. I feel
the same as I did when I was 18, so I figure I must have
missed the magical transformat ion l was supJXlsed to have
to become an adult.
The part about respect and wlsdomalsomakesmewa nt
to laugh. 1don't feel like I know enough about anything to
warrant respect from most people.
And could someone please make a decision for me . ..
please? I am so sick of making my own decisions about
everything. I find myself longing for the days when ali i
had to do was turn to one of my parents and ask, "What
should I do?" and they would give me a straight forward
response tell ing me exactly what to do.
Now they just give me advice, but the ul timate decisions
and consequences are all mine. If all thts wonderful decision making is part of being an adult, then I change my
mind. At this point, anyone who wants to make a decision
for me can.
Other than the fact that l could use a dr ink right now,
after depressing myself by writing this com me ma ry, I'm
not really excited about being able to drink I mean, getting
the first drink or two out at a restaurant is exciting. Showing those doubting waitresses that I really am 21 is fun.
But when the night is over, the excitement wears off. It's
not like I have never been allowed to drink before. The only
thing different is that I can buy my own alcohol and can
dr ink in public. But even this comes at a price, because
those who are underage now want me to buy for them.
Some might say that my thinking was a little naive, but
I prefer to think that my ideas were just dreams that didn't
quite make it into the real world. A wonderful birthday
present would have been to be young again. Let someone
else make the important decisions. Let someone else think
about the tests and papers and what to do after graduation.
The only thing that growing older gets you is more
problems and more thtngs to worry about. Oh well, maybe
things wtll be different when I turn 25. Who am I kidding?

Thomas 5. OKonowitz
Editor-in-Chief

Cherie Skoczen
Business Manager

I would like to take thisopJXlrtunity to comment on the issue of
reopening the Wolf and Pot as a
student pub. I was among the students who attended the meeting
which was featured in an article
m last week's editio n of The
Ca rroll News.
First, I wouldliketothank Tom
Harkness and Patrick Rom balskt
for taking the time to speak to us
about an issue wh ich is rather impo rtant. Theiropen-mindedn ess,
as well as their wil li ngness to U.sten, was greatly appreciated. Unfort un ately, from readi ng theremark s made by Rev. Richie Salm t
in the art icle last week, lam led w
believe that our time was wasted.
I understand that a person in Rev.
Ri c hie Sa lmi 's posit io n must
mainta in deniability, and I also
believe that Rev Salmi sa id all that
he believed he could in th e issue.
Th at, howeve r, does not make it
any lessd isappoi nting to read that
"if anything were to happen , we're
ta lking long-range here." I'm already a junior. l can only afford
you so much time to skirt the issue. Some of you readi ng this may
feel that lam being unfair or unrealistic. If you feel that I'm being
unfa ir, talk to me. Call me in my
room , at any hour. I am not willingto let this issue be pushed under the rug, beca use l feel that
having a ce ntral socia l area such
as the Wolf and Pot is very imJXlrtant to the john Carroll comm unity. If it can't happen, I want to
know why. Before the issue oft he
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one who helped us.Special thanks
to Rick, a student who brought in
$40 worth of groccnes from
Russo's. the Development Office,
Wolf and Pot is closed . I would WUjCand the Bookstore, for their
like to believe that the best course raffle prize donations, jim
of action ts being take n. Until that Kissinger, who gave us some outumc, I will con tinue to make an standing canned goods, and Kane
issue of the Wolf and Pot. and I Sulltvan, who was kind enough
guarantee )'OU that I am not the tooffer herdiscodanci ng skHlsfor
only one. Unfonunatcly, l don 't the event. FO.CU.S. has already
know who the "you" is to which 1 been tremendously successful ,
am referring. Perhaps it is Rev however, we are not done yet. So, I
Salmi. Perhaps tt is the Board of cordially invite all students and
Trus tees. Perhaps it is University members of the john Carroll comHeights. ln anycase, whoever you mumty to get involved and help
are, call me, and sh ut me up Cir us out durmg the last week of the
operation We need donations of
you ca n).
food and money, we need volun teers to help us collect canned
Chn.s Dinda
goods in Umversity He1ghts this
Class of 1999
Sunday from 1-4 p.m. (meet at the
F.O.C.U.S. expresses Stude nt Union office), volunteers
to sort the food next Friday, Noappreciation
vember 21 at 2 p.m. in the
I wanted to write a letter to ex- Raquetball courtsand next Saturpress my sincere appreciation to day, November 22 at 9 p.m to dethe students of j ohn Carroll for liver food to St. Agnes.
Please stop in at our weekly
the tre mendoussupJXlrt they have
given to Operation F.O.CU.S. meetings, every Wednesday at 8
(Families Of Cleveland United by p m. in the SU office, or contact
Students). The Disco Food Mara- Pat Scanlan or myself if you have
thon on Friday was a huge success any qu estions and want to help
thanks to the generosity of stu- out. Thankyou againtoeveryone
dents, faculty and friend s of] CU. who made the Disco Food Mara We managed to raise one fourth of thon a spectacular success! I hope
the money that we need to buy the to see many of you come out and
turkeys for the sixty families of St. get involved in this awesome ser·
Agnes- Our Lady of Fatima Par- vice project!
ish. Additionally, we managed to
fill both of our Shagadelic food Kate Robinson
bins with non-perishable food Operation FO.CU.S. Chairperson
items to present to the families for
the week before Thanksgiving.
CH pollee - cops or
lt was grea t to sec so many stucomedians?
dents support the event and contribute so generously to it. On bel would just like to comment
half of Ch ri s Beato and Pat
Scanlan, I wanted to thank every- on a small incident th at occurred
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thts past weekend Sunday was
my 22nd bmhday, so my room
mates and !decided to have a party
on Saturday More·people showed
up than expected and apparently
we were too loud, because Cleveland Hetghts' finest showed up.
Now 1could let this be a letter
where I ri p on the police department of Cleveland Heights because. as usual, they had nothing
better to do than break up a good
time, but tnstead I would ltke to
talk about how the siruation was
handled.
The police showed up at about
11:30, respond ing to a om plaint
about the nmse , or so they say.
They claimed to have seen people
walkmg around outs tde, then
sprint in as the police cars pulled
up. This must have been the reason that they came m and started
asking random people for ID's,
since no one let them m Well ,
once they were in, the fun really
started.
The officer in charge proceeded
to make comments about letters
and editorial cartoons printed in
The Carroll News. staong, "Unlike your newspaper says, we're
humans. notpigs, andldon'teven
likedoughnuts,doyou?" To which
his "ass1stant" replied , "No.
maybe bagels." The fi rst officer
then satd, "We're going to make
sure you get your tax dollarsworth
tonight," a statement he didn't
want us to forget sin c he satd n
overandoveragam Another quote
I want to bring up is one sa id to a
frie nd of mme afte r he co mmented on th e "bullet belt" of the
second officer, who replied something to the effect that the belt
would look better tf the bullets
wereinmyfriend. Nowthat' class.
My house mates and 1 vtolatcd

the law. We had a party and violated noise ordmances. I accept
that I don't feel it was necessary
to have stx off1cers rhere, but
maybe 1hat's why I'm not chtef of
police. What ! have a problem with
is the fact that theoff•cer m charge
and his sidekick felt n necessary
tomakcjokesdirected toward myse lf, the people there, and The
Carroll News Instead of doing
their jobs and getttng back out to
take care of senous cr imes. they
spent over an hour being sarcastic, JOkmg. and wastmg tax dollars. The head officer satd underage dnnkmg wa occurrmg. but
when I asked who he was referring to, aII he could say was, ·Are
you m pre-law7 Well come sit over
here, Mr. Attorney" 1 asked a
simple question and got a mart
aleck reply , very approprtate
Theyshould'vetaken care of what
they were called in on, the noise,
and not tried to accuse us of some
thing they didn't see, especially
since they ca me 111, unmvned,
whic h. sm e I'm an "auorney," 1
know is illegaL
I'm not saying we were right
and there was no reason for the
polt ce to be there, but they
could've handled the suuauon
with some professionalism. whtch
they were totally devoid of. Cleveland Heights police should con
centrate on being JXlllcc, not comedians in search of venge nee
for somethmg 1hey saw m a student newspaper If anyone get
busted onLeeRoad, we met" .th e
pig who wtll bust you," at least
that's how the officer referred to
himself Appropriate7 I really
don't think so.
ja
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial opinion

Student supports on- Wolf and Pot is closed, I would
like to believe that the best course
campus pub
ofact1on1sbetngtaken. Untilthat

Cross
your fingers
The students' cry for more activities on campus has been
heard loudandclear byJohn Carroll administrators,and it would
appearasthough they are willing to helpsolvethedilemma. The
discussion of re-opening a campus pub is being mulled over, but
the student body is left wondenng whether the topic will ever
make Jts way out of the administration's "long-range" goals.
The idea of Carroll having an on-campus bar seems too gcxxl
to be true. Most students never thought that they would ever see
the day when something of this nature could come into being at
their university Well boys and girls, don't hold your breath yet,
because that day will most likely never come, even though there
are a number of reasons why it should.
The thought of an on-campus pub is not only appealing, but
needed as well. Recent incidents withjCU students and run-ins
with local police departments have become more frequent. Due
to strictly enforced alcohol sanctions on campus, students now
find themselves wandering off campus in an effort rofind some! hing to do. Consequently, a com man choice is a bar. But a bar
doesn't always have to be the answer, and thecreationof a pub on
campus has the possibility of offering students more than just a
drinking opportunity.
While the idea of a bar tends to hold many negative connotations, it could also pose a source of entertainment for students.
An on-campus pub could eliminate the need for students to
venture away from Carroll by bringing manyoff-campusattractionsomothecampus. One can only imagine theendlessopportunities, sue h as bringing in local bands or student musicians,
installingbigscreentelevisionsforwatchingsponingeventsand
possibly creating a cafe-type atmosphere for socializing.
An on-campus pub would also provide more opportunity for
students to work on-campus, and Carroll could also see a financial profit from such an establishment.
Even though the creation of an on-campus pub could realize
such tremendous opportunity for the students and the univerSi ty, a feeling of hesitation lingers in the air. The superficial
coating of the word "bar" meaning "bad" may be hard to break.
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of;ntenai'nmcnt on campus, and hopefully with a little push
from the student body, the dream of an on-campus pub could
become a reality.

The blind
leading the blind
By the time most students enter college, they are considered
adu lrs capable of making their own decisions and leading their
own lives. Yet, withm therealmof thecollegeatmosphere,many
students find themselves in a state of constant confusion as to
what they need to dotosucceedinorevengraduatefromcollege.
To help allev1ate some of this college confusion, students are put
under the direction of an adviser. But how often has a student
walked away from a meeting with their adviser even more confused than when they went in? Although students are in need of
someone to lead them down their educational path, many John
Carroll advisers are not capable of taking on this task.
Often,studentsare innocenrlymisled byanadviser. Whether
it be a missed credit hour or an unfulfilled division of core,many
students find themselves frustrated over a minute detail that
they feel their adviser should have caught. Isn't the job of an
adviser to catch mistakes before they have a chance to become
real problems for students?
tudentsalso become annoyed with the constant wild goose
chase they are sent on when their adviser doesn't know the
an~wer to a simple question. Running all over campus tn an
altempt to find out if certain credits transfer or merely declare
one's major does not make for a particularly pleased student.
Despite thefrustration that some students feel with the inadequacy of their advising, advisers should not be the one's left
taking the blame. Often, professors are simply thrown into the
role of adviser wit hom any direction themselves. In conjunction
with having their ow n concerns with their jobs as professors and
the students within the classroom, they also find themselves
having to deal with the college careers of students outside of
class as well. With many things going on at once, it is no wonder
that advisers find themselves at a loss in the advising arena.
While no one can be held responsibleforthelack of efficient
advising ar Carroll, students still need to feel conhdent in makingdecisionsconcerning their future The training of professors
on what one mustdoasan adviser or even the possible hirmgof
separate tnd ividuals to guide students 10 decision making could
be easy solutions to what are of ten times difficult problems.
But m actuality, when students go in sea rch for help with
picking classes, teachers and majors, who should they run to?
Thei r advisors? No. Maybe try upperclassmen.
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HIT: Student involvement in Project F.O.C.U.S. miss: Our very
own Editor-in-Chief being held responsible for promoting underage
drinking at a local party last Saturday night by Cleveland Heights
cops. Funny, that's not even where he was partying. miss: Hard
bagels for last Sunday's brunch. Those of us who look forward to
those soft Sunday bagels were highly disappointed. HIT: The new
signs on the quad that say ''Keep Off the Grass." Wishful thinking!

Staff Commentary

Older doesn't
mean better
When Lwas younger, l couldn't wait for the day that I
would officially become an adult. The day that people
would automatically give me a certain amount of respect
because of my age and the wisdom
that went with growing up. The day
that I would be able to make my own
decisions and do what I wanted to do
instead of what everyone else wanted
me to do. The day l could legally have
my first drink. The day I turned 21.
Yesterday was my 21st birthday,and
let's just say that turning 21 isn't all its
cracked up to be.
Colleen Leslie
I think my first question is, when
ENITRTAIN,tENT EDITOR did the little fairy come and anoint me
an adult1 I ask this because I sure don't feel like one. I feel
the same as l did when 1 was 18, so I figure I must have
missed the magical transformation I was supposed tO have
to become an adult.
The part about respect and wisdom also makes me want
to laugh. I don't feel like l know enough about anything to
warrant respect from most people.
And could someone please make a decision for me
please? I am so sick of making my own decisions about
everyt hing. I find myself longing fo r the days when alll
had to do was turn to one of my parents and ask, "What
should 1 do?" and they would give me a straight forward
response telling me exact] y what to do.
Now they justgi ve me advice, but the ult imate decisions
and consequences are all mine. If all this wonderful decision making is part of being an adult, then I change my
mind. At this point, anyone who wants to make a decision
for me can.
Other than the fact that I could use a drink right now,
after depressing myself by writing thi s commentary, I'm
not really excited about being able to drink. 1mean, getting
the first drink or two out at a restaurant is exciting. Showing those doubting waitresses that 1 really am 21 is fun.
But when the night is over, the excitement wears off. lt's
not like I have never been allowed todnnk before. The only
th ing different is that I can buy my own alcohol and can
drink in public. But even this comes at a price, because
those who are underage now want me to buy for them.
Some might say that my thinking was a little naive, bm
I prefer to think that my ideas were just dreams that didn't
quite make it into the real world. A wonderful birthday
present would have been to be young again. Let someone
else make the important decisions. Let someone else think
about the tests and papers and what to do after graduation.
The only th ing that growing older gets you is more
problems and more things to worry about. Oh well, maybe
things will be different when I turn 25. Who am I kidding?

Thomas S. O'Konowitz
Editor-in-Chief
Cherie Skoczen
Business Manager
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I would like to take this opportunity to comment on the issue of
reopening the Wolf and Pot as a
student pub I wasamongthestudents who attended the meeting
which was featured in an article
in last week's edition of The
Carroll News.
First, Iwould liketothank Tom
Harkness and Patrtck Rombalski
for taking the rime to speak to us
about an issue which is rather important. Theiropen-mindedness,
as well as their willingness to listen, was greatly appreciated. Unfortunately, from reading theremarks made by Rev. Richie Salmi
in the art icle last week, I am led to
believe that ou r time was wasted.
I unde rstand that a person in Rev.
Richie Sa lmi's position mu st
maintain deniability, and l also
believe that Rev.Salmi said all that
he believed he could in the issue.
Tha t, however, does not make it
any less disappointing to read that
"if anything were to happen, we' re
talking long-range here." I'm already a ju nior. 1 can on ly afford
you so much time to skirt the issue. Some of you reading this may
fee l that lam being unfair or unrealistic. If you feel that I'm being
unfair, talk to me. Call me in my
room, at any hour. 1am not willing to let this issue be pushed under the rug, because 1 feel th at
hav ing a central social area such
as the Wolf and Pot is very important to the John Carroll comm unity. If it can't happen, I want to
know why. Before the issue of the

time, l will continue to make an
ISSue of the Wolf and Pot, and I
guarantee you that l am not the
only one. Unfortunately, I don't
know who the "you" IS to which I
am referring. Perhaps it is Rev
Salmi Perhaps it is the Board of
Trustees. Perhaps it is University
Heights.lnanycase, whoeveryou
are, call me, and shut me up (if
you can).
Chns Dinda
Class of 1999

F.O.C.U.S. expresses
appreciation
I wanted to wr ite a letter to express my sincere appreciation to
the students of john Carroll for
the tremendous support they have
given to Ope ration F.O.C.U.S.
(Families Of Cleveland Uni ted by
Students). The Disco Food Marathonon Friday was a huge success
thanks to th e generosity of students,faculty and friends of JCU.
We managed to raise one fourth of
the money that we need to buy the
turkeys fort he sixty families of St.
Agnes- Our Lady of Fatima Parish. Additional! y, we man aged to
fill both of our Shagadelic fcxxl
bins with non-perishable food
items to present to the families for
the week before Thanksgiving.
It was great to see so many students support the event and contribute so generously to it. On behalf of Chris Beato and Pat
Scanlan, I wanted tothankevery-

one who helped us. Special thanks
to Rtck,a student who brought in
$40 worth of groceries from
Russo's, the Development Ofhce,
WUJCand the Bookstore, fortheir
raffle prize donations, Jim
Kissinger, who gave us some outstandingcannedgcxxls, and Katie
Sullivan, who was kind enough
to offer herdiscoda ncing skills for
the event FO.C.U.S. has already
been tremendously successful,
however, we are not done yet. So, I
cordially invite all students and
members of the john Carroll community to get involved and help
us out during the last week of the
operation. We need donations of
food and money, we need volunteers tO help us collect canned
goods m Umversity Heights th1s
Sunday from l -4 p.m.( meet at the
Student Union office), volunteers
to sort the food next Fnday, November 21 at 2 p.m. in the
Raquetball courts and next Saturday, ovember 22 at9 p.m. to deliver food to St. Agnes.
Please stop in at our weekly
meetings, every Wednesday at 8
p.m. in the SU office, or contact
Pat Scanlan or myself if you have
any questions and want to help
out. Thank you again to everyone
who made the Disco Food Marathon a spectacular success! I hope
to see many of you come out and
get involved in this awesome service projec t I
Kate Robinson
Operation FO.C.U.S. Chairperson

CH pollee - cops or
comedians?
l would just like to comment
on a small incident that occurred
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thts past weekend Sunday was
my 22nd birthday, so my roommates and !decided tohavea party
on Saturday More people showed
up than expected and apparently
we were too loud, because Cleveland Heights' finest showed up.
low I could let this be a letter
where I rip on 1he police depart·
mem of Cleveland He1ghts because, as usual, they had nothing
better to do than break up a gcxxl
time, but instead 1 would like tO
talk about how the situanon was
handled.
The police showed up at about
11:30, responding to a complaint
about the nOise, or ·o they ay.
They claimed to have seen people
walkmg around outs1de, then
sprint in as the police cars pulled
up. This must have been the reason that they arne in and started
asking random people for !D's,
since no one let them 10 Well,
once they were in, the fun really
starred.
The officer in cha rge proceeded
to make comments about letters
and editorial cartoons primed in
The Carroll New, stating, "U nlike your newspaper says, we're
humans, not pigs, and Idon'teven
like doughnuts, do you?" To which
h1s "assistant" replied , "No...
maybe bagels." The first officer
then said, "We're going to make
sure you get your tax dollars worth
tomght," a statement he dtdn't
want us to forget since he said it
overandovcragain Anotherquote
I want to bring up is one sa1d to a
friend of mine after he commented on the "bullet belt" of th e
second officer, who rep I ied something to the effect that the belt
would look better if the bullets
were in my friend . Nowthat'sclass.
My housemate:. and I violated

the law We had a party and violated noise ordinances. l accept
that. I don't feel it was necessary
to have six offtcers there, but
maybe that's why I'm not chief of
police. What! have a problem with
Is the fact thattheofficer mcharge
and his sidekick felt it necessary
tomakejokesdirected toward myself, the people there, and The
Carroll News. Instead of doing
the1r jobs and getting back out to
take care of senous cnmes, they
spent over an hour being sarcastiC, pkmg, and wasung tax dollars. The head officer said underage drinking was occurring, but
when I asked who he wa5 referring to, all he could say was, "Are
youm pre-law? Wellcomesitover
here, Mr Attorney." I asked a
simple qucsu nand got a smart
aleck reply; very appropriate
They should've taken care of what
they were called m on, the nmse,
and not tried to accuse us of something they didn't see, cspectally
since they came 10, umnvJted,
which, since I'm an "attorney," l
know is ill ega I.
I'm nor say10g we were right
and there was no reason for the
police to be there, but they
co uld've handled the situation
wnhsome professionalism, which
they were total I ydevoid of. Cleveland He1ghrs police should con
cent rate on being police, not comedians m search of vengeance
for something they saw in a student newspaper. If anyone get
busted on Lee Road, we met". the
p1g who will bust you," at least
that's how the officer referred to
himsel f. Appropriate/ I really
don'! thmk so.

-.

Ja on Henersche1clt
Class of 191.)8

Roben T. Noll
Adviser

-
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The Carroll News is publi shed weekly by the students of john Carroll Umversuy. The opmions ex·
pressed in editorials and cartoons are those of the
Carroll Ncwseditor~al s1aff,and nor necessarily those
of jCU's admmistrauon, faculty or students Signed
material and com1csaresolely the view of theau1hor
The Carroll News is prmted on 70% recycled paper
One copy of the Carroll News IS avaHablc to each
member of the JCU commumty at no cost. Additional coptes are valued at 25 cents each.

How to reach us:
(216)397-44 79 (Ed ito rial)
(216)397-4398 (Busi ness)
CARROLLNEWS@jcvaxaJcu.edu
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1991 CAMPUS SOLO ARTIST OF THE YEAR
.. .if you like Billy Joel and Elton John, you'll love CARL ...

RECORDINCi LIVE!
This Saturday - November 15

-

Sp.m.
Wolf-n-Pot

--

CLASSIFIEDS
--------------~--~----------------------------------------
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HELP WANTED SIT} ERS NEEDED

per month . Call 397-8726 for
more information.

Restaurant Staff Needed. Looking
for
part-time
Upscale restaurant in Solon is babysitter. 7-15 hours per week.
looking forreliable staff for PT/ 3pm - 6pm . References
FT hours as servers, bussers, required. South Euclid area. Creatine. 100% Pure Creatine.
hosts,
and
bartenders. Call Chris at 381-5477.
1,000 grams $60.00, 2,000
Personality more important than
grams $110.00. Call Nate
experience. Call 542-1000.
Babysitter needed in my Kurash or "Crazy" Ed Novak
University Heights home for 574-0543 or email us
Needed: part-time receptionist eight-week old baby. Five NKURASH or ENOVAK. Get
in an accounting firm. 9-1 M-F. minute walk from John Carroll. your Creatine today!
Located between Lander and 1-2 days per week. Flexible
Brainard. Contact Vanessa at hours. Call 382-3963.
Indians Season : Socks-up T5Q5-3232 after 1, M-F.
shirts. $5.00each, White BlowSitter needed in my Cleveland out sale . 291-1007 Ralph.
Earn MONEY and FREE Heights home. Two boys ages www.ralphstuff.com.
TRIPS!! Absolute best Spring 5 and 3, late afternoons and
Break packages available! evenings 2-3 times/week. Light Typing service.
Resume
Individuals,
student cooking. Stories before bed. 3- preparation. Research assistant.
organizations, or small groups 4 hours of free time afterward. Fast tum-around and reasonable
wanted!! Call Inter-Campus Great study time for students. rates. Call 440-975-9462.
Program!> at I -800-327-6013 or Call 397-0705.
http://www.icpt.com.

MISCELLANEOUS

-

Excellent extra income now!
Envelope stuffing- $600- $800
everyweek. FreeDetails:SASE
to International Inc., J 375
Coney
Island
Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York 11230.

FOR RENT
1/2 bouse upstairs. Two large
bedrooms. One bath. Living/
dining room. Kitchen. 1/2
garage. 3 minute walk to John
Carroll. Move in Dec. 1. $600

PERSONALS
Pray for me this weekend guys!
I'll be back soon. Men of Hamlin
1st, you rock!! -Javier.

ACROSS

41 Go

I Ccltics

5 One with
super-skill
8 Jetty
12 Slrunk's

51 Warllol

great

11 Exceptional
17 Creator
19 Humboldt

nerves?

defense
13 Parisian
pal

partridge ... "
15 Wings
18 Siesta
blanket

20Trig
function
21 Pat and
Vanna's

Sedgwick

wheeling
and
dealing?
24 Sticky

DOWN

boss

23 Faint
24 Railroad

1 Fluffy accessories

frame-

2 Run in
oeu.tral
3 Leo's

worts

28 One of
the Three

rcmarlt
4Saw
things with

Bears
31 -tree
(cornered)
321be neat
roommate
34Monlcey
suit
35 Queens

one's eyes

closed?
5 Activity in

22 Down
6 "--linle
teapot ... "

b1~piaD

7 Galvani.z..

bearer

lherc
9Hint
lOUnim-

ing stuff

cup-

8 Here and

39 - ...kerchief,
andmy cap"

locale

22 Place for

53 Circle
section
54 Photog's
choice
55 Sailor's
worry
56App<r
matloll V1P
57 In no time
at all

16 Hood

CI.UTeDI

protegee
52 October
rock

14"--

37

place

DO

farther
42 Expialed
45 Flag
49 Bundle of

stuff

25 Copycat
26 One of the

Leagues
27Judicial
decree

29 Pic ingredient?
30Adeccot
feller?
33 Actor
O'Neal
36 Oric only
38 Whitman's

"Song
of-"'
40~-Blu

Dipinto
di Blu"
42 Hi&hlY
excited
43 Cantina

appetizer
44 Face
46 Concept
47 Traps

48Tree
house?·
50 Raw rock

provable

I(~F,I>
by
Mike
Marland

BOTCH~
()O()(;t£
by
Alex
Howell

Saturdal::J November 15

Skip a }Vleal M Dinner

-

MoV!drAI::J November 11

Hunger rJanquet
6 pm t)ohemia Manor

Tuesdal::J & WedV!esday November 18-19

Jast
12 pm to Wednesdai::J 530 pm Pmi::Jer
Service in St. ]rands Chapel ]ollovved at 6 pm
with Dinner in the ]acuity Dining Room
Oas.,ified ads C0S1 $3.00 for the fin>t ten words and $.20 for each additional word. To !>lace a
dassifltd ad, it must be typed or handwritten dearly and legobly and sent to or droppec;! off at the
Carroll News offoce with payment Oassifltd ads will not run without pre-payment. Oass\fieds
will 1101 be taken over the phone. The deadline for dassiflCld ads is noon of the Monday prior to
pub! icat ion.
-~

For AD Rates and lafomwlon
Business:(216)397-4398
Fax / Data: (216)397-1729
General Info: (216) 397-1711

M.ai to us at:
E-mail to tbe CN at:
TheCanoU News
~ ..
~ onhParkBoulevard
~-~
Uruversoty Heights, OH 4411 S

&•·"-"'"""·

You're done, so soon?
Turn back to pag~ ont: and rclivt: aH of

your favorht momtnts of lhis week's
Carron News.
I recomm~nd our ~:XItnsivt. covuagt of au

pair on page 3.

Penni::J War [JetiNeen
Residence Halls all Week
See Campus Ministr!::J for Details

